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Abstract

The abundance of information in the online world results into a growing demand for relevant content, making any service in this media a perfect environment within which personalisation could blossom. The availability of information
about users’ interests, opinions and so on in online social sites facilitate the effective modelling of users and services, enabling to avoid the well-known issues in
personalisation that come up when new users or items are added to the system
–cold-start problem–. In an attempt for externalising the provision of personalisation to the online services allowing them to be exclusively focused on their
tasks, the thesis of this dissertation is that an intermediary model of the user
constructed by properly mining user generated content in social media can be
exploited to create or improve technological social applications. The model we
propose is based on representing users’ online life by mean of what we call social spheres and considering only users’ data available from public APIs (private
messages, retweets, etc.) with users’ permission. Two key contributions of this
model are (i) a methodology to extract the thematic fields users talk about with
their social media contacts and (ii) a measure of the strength of the tie between
two individuals from their interaction data available in social media sites. For
the former, we use several data mining techniques to represent users’ interests or
social contexts by means of tags of representative words and validate this proposal by using Twitter data. We also show how these social contexts could be
used to improve an important marketing application, namely that of advertising
recommendation. For the latter, and contrary to previous approaches, we take
into account different interaction types and contexts, the time in which interactions occur, the people involved in them and the frequency of interactions with
i

ii

the rest of the user’s contacts, finding that our measure assess with high accuracy
users’ perceived strength of their social ties. We finally discuss how this model of
social spheres may be exploited to improve a wide range of technological applications, from recommender systems to e-mail readers, and describe two of them in
detail: an application that helps users gain attention in social media and other
destined to find trustable users in these media. We also present a prototype of
intermediary service that obtains these social spheres and makes them available
to other services.
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1
Introduction

The advent of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s has changed the way in
which modern societies relate, overtaking the constraints imposed by the physical
world and allowing people to communicate with others thousands of miles away.
Initially thought to make it easier for nuclear physics researchers to share information, it has evolved until become a medium to communicate, find information
and even for entertainment. Although since its early days there have been initiatives to make the Web more social, it was the outburst of Social Web technologies
in the early 2000s what provoked the socialisation of the Web through the active
participation and involvement of the users, since they started to act not only as
typical consumers, but a as producers of information. These technologies have
provided individuals with powerful tools to freely disseminate factual information,
opinions, and, ultimately, any sort of content that they wish to share with their
social circles, developing new ways of communication that go beyond traditional
face-to-face interactions. Within this general definition, there are various types of
social media: blogs (Blogger, WordPress,...), social networking sites (Facebook,
1
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Foursquare,...), collaborative projects (Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap,...), content
communities (YouTube, LastFM,...), etc. Although there is not a systematic
way to categorise social media applications, some researchers such as Kaplan and
Haenlein [KH10] proposed a categorisation based on different theories of media
research and social processes. Moreover, even within each type of social media,
there are differences between the features that sites provide to their users to
share content: type of content to share (text, photos, videos,...), visibility of the
shared content (everyone, just friends,...), purpose and scope of the site (personal,
business-oriented,...), etc. With independence of the social media technology considered, the content of these shared items, together with other metadata (time,
location,...), convert them into valuable data sources that reflect users’ interests,
users’ opinions and so on [GL12]. The pervasive use of these technologies (as for
September 2014, Facebook, the most popular social networking site, counted with
more than one billion monthly active users [Face]) has entailed the availability
of large amounts of this dynamic and continuously updated user-generated content whose analysis rewards across several application domains, from business to
social sciences [BL11, KH10, GK09, BGL10].
Personalisation, the use of technology to accommodate the differences between
individuals, has played an important role in the success of online services. For
years, personalisation has involved that applications collected user information,
which, after an appropriate analysis, they used to deliver appropriate content.
User information was traditionally obtained from a history of previous sessions,
or through interactions in real time [Bon01]. This approach has various disadvantages and limitations mainly related with (i) the absence of information when
a new service is delivered or a new user uses the service for first time –coldstart problem [SPUP02]– and (ii) that even the most active users only have rated
a small subset of the available services, which makes the data sparse and insufficient to identify similarities in users interests –sparsity problem [SKKR01]–.
More recently, the outburst of social media technologies and their enormous popularity have transformed the Web into an universe swarmed with user-generated
content. The great acceptance of these technologies, their penetration in all social sectors and the users’ freedom to participate suggest that the use of this
user-generated content with personalisation purposes would greatly benefit services [BB07, Bir07], allowing even to overtake the cold-start and the sparsity
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problems. In their aim of satisfying their users, services need to be aware of
their interests, what they like. Most of social media technologies allow to create profiles including demographic and geographic data and even interests, and
the mere analysis of this information is enough to develop powerful personalised
services, such as the advertising services on Facebook [facb] and Youtube [You].
Researchers have also proven the usefulness of mining the spontaneous content
that users unconsciously post in their accounts to create compelling experiences
that encourages users to keep using the services [TDH05, JWL+ 11, AGHT11].
In addition, these Social Web technologies, and specially online social networking services, has facilitated people to connect with one another, forging and
strengthening online relationships. This, together with the tendency of individuals to associate and bond with similar others (homophily) observed by sociologists [MSLC01], suggests the benefits of enhancing even more services personalisation by considering the interests of users’ friends. Although many social
media technologies, and specially online social networks, allow individuals to connect with others, not all these connections are indicatives of actual relationships.
Quite the contrary, a person can only maintain a limited number of social relationships, and even a limited number of them at different levels of closeness [Dun98].
It is then necessary to separate the sheeps from the goats to develop effective
socially-enhanced services.
Nearly at the same pace than the above social trend, other revolutionary
phenomenon has rushed into the technological landscape: the so-called serviceoriented computing (SOC) paradigm [Pap03]. This computing paradigm has
changed the way software applications are designed, delivered and consumed. In
SOC, services are used as basic blocks to construct rapid, low-cost, secure and
reliable applications, reducing the need to develop new software components each
time a new business process arises [PVDH07, PTDL08]. By using standard description languages a service can expose its interface to the outside world for
being discovered and being invoked separately or as a composition of multiple
services. As outstanding examples, companies such as Google, Amazon, Twitter and Facebook have offered Web services to provide access to some of their
resources, enabling third parties to combine and reuse their services [SQV+ 14].
The unavoidable penetration of SOC and its strongly-related Cloud Comput-
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ing paradigm [WB10, Rai09] –whose so-called Everything as a Service enables a
Cloud (a metaphor of the Internet) that hosts resources that will be delivered
as services of a high level of granularity and that may be composed in a flexible
manner in response to complex necessities [ZCB10]– suggests the need of applications to be developed in such a way that can be integrated in existing services
or/and built upon them.
The previous suggests that personalisation of online services should not stand
in the sidelines of this trend. That is, the provision of personalisation should be
delivered as intermediary services to be discovered and invoked by other online
services that wish to offer personalised experiences to their customers, releasing
them from discovering their customers’ preferences. Also, services in charge of
delivering users’ preferences –users’ profiles– should not dismiss the potential of
the user-generated content available in social media to obtain users’ preferences
and any other useful information. Besides, individuals use, at a time, several social media sites and the integration of the content that they produce in all these
sites is what entirely characterises their online life. To develop such services,
several issues need to be solved: how to properly represent/model users, how to
properly mine user generated content to extract useful information, how to distinguish users’ truly friends from simple acquaintances, etc. In this dissertation,
we focus on these questions and, specifically, in proposing and analysing different
data mining techniques to extract useful information from user generated content
in different social media sites and represent it in such a way that can be properly
delivered to other services to be successfully personalised or socially-enhanced.

1.1.

Thesis and its substantiation

The thesis explored in this dissertation is that an intermediary model of the
user constructed by properly mining user generated content in different social
media sites can be exploited to create or improve technological social applications.
In order to examine this thesis, it is necessary to design such a model in a way
that encompass users’ interests and contacts, and to consider how this model
might be used by such technological applications.
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Figure 1.1: A model of social spheres

More specifically, in this dissertation we propose a user-centred model for
personalising applications based on mining data from different social web sites
to identify the subjects -topics- of interests of our users and the strength of the
relationships between them and all the users with whom they interact. Figure 1.1
provides an overview of the different outputs provided by this model: social
contexts, social spheres and contextualises social spheres of each user. With social
contexts we refer to the topics of interests of the user, extracted from mining
textual content posted by the user (and usually shared with their contacts) and
delivered in the form of tag clouds of representative words. Social spheres is
the term we coined to refer to the set of users with whom the target user usually
interacts through social media sites, together with the strength of their tie inferred
from their interactions in these platforms. Finally, when merging contexts and
contacts, the contextualised social spheres emerge, being each sphere made of
those users with whom the target user frequently talks about the topic -contextof the sphere, together with the strength of their tie taking into account only those
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interactions in the scope of the topic. In the rest of this dissertation, we detail
the techniques that we propose to compute these contexts and spheres. We also
describe how to successfully implement this model into a prototype of service in
charge of both monitoring users’ activity in social media sites and providing the
contexts and spheres to personalise/socially-enhance a wide range of applications
and services, also described. Given the sensitivity of the managed information and
the increasing concern of keeping this kind of information private, such service
requires users’ permission to both access their social data on their behalf and
provide applications with their social contexts and/or spheres.

1.2.
1.2.1.

Contributions and outline
Contributions

The main contribution of this research is the externalisation of the provision of
personalisation to online services through the definition of a social spheres model
using interaction data retrieved from several social media sites. In order to create
these social spheres, we also propose strategies:

1. To discover and model the interests of social media individuals and those
contacts that share these interests with them through the analysis of the
available abundance of user generated content in social media sites; and
represent these social contexts by means of tags of representative words
that simplifies its use by almost any application, and
2. To measure and represent the strength of the tie between two social media individuals from the perspective of one of them through the analysis of
signs of interaction in social sites available from their Application Programming Interfaces -APIs- (private messages, retweets, mentions, etc.) with
their permission; and contrary to previous approaches, taking into account
different types of interaction and contexts, the time in which interactions
occur, the people involved in them and the frequency of interactions with
the rest of user’s contacts, and
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3. To show how this social spheres model can be used to create and enhance
existing social technological services such as applications to gain attention
or find trustable experts in social media, and how it can be easily integrated
into a SOC-service that delivers these spheres to other services under request
and always with users’ permission.

1.2.2.

Outline

During these PhD studies the author has been involved in many fruitful collaborations that have yielded to several published works in various peer-reviewed
journals and conferences that span the areas of social computing, social networks,
topic modelling and ambient intelligence. More specifically, the rest of this dissertation is structured as follows, indicating in brackets the publications they are
based on.
In Chapter 2 we outline the existing work in this area and describe how our
research relates to and builds upon this.
In Chapter 3, we present our methodology to extract the thematic fields
users talk about with their social media contacts, i.e. their social contexts. Using
several data mining techniques, we are able to represent each context by means
of tags of representative words and validate this proposal using Twitter data. We
then examine how social contexts could be used to improve an important marketing application on Facebook, namely that of advertisement recommendation
([SFDP13b, SFDP13a]).
[SFDP13b] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Ana Fernández-Vilas, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, and José J.
Pazos-Arias.

Inferring Contexts from Facebook Interactions: A Social Publicity Scenario.

IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, 15(6):1296–1303, October 2013.
[SFDP13a] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Ana Fernández-Vilas, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, and José J.
Pazos-Arias. Comparing Tag Clustering Algorithms for Mining Twitter Users’ Interests. In
International Conference on Social Computing (SocialCom), pages 679–684, Washington D.C.,
USA, September 2013.

In Chapter 4, we study how to measure the strength of user’s ties by using
signs of interaction available from social sites APIs (private messages, retweets,
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mentions, etc.) with user’s permission. To this aim, and contrary to previous
approaches, we take into account (i) different interaction types and contexts, (ii)
the time in which interactions occur, (iii) the people involved in them and (iv)
the frequency of interaction with the rest of user’s contacts. By a user study on
Facebook, we find that our model represents with high accuracy users’ perceived
strength of their social ties ([SDF+ 14, FDS14, SDFP13, SFDP12, SDFP12]).
[SDF+ 14] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, Ana Fernández-Vilas, Yolanda BlancoFernández, and José J. Pazos-Arias. A tie strength based model to socially-enhance applications
and its enabling implementation: mySocialSphere. Expert Systems with Applications, 41(5):2582
– 2594, 2014.
[FDS14] Ana Fernández-Vilas, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, and Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez.

IPTV

parental control: A collaborative model for the Social Web. Information Systems Frontiers,
pages 1–16, 2014.
[SDFP13] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, Ana Fernández-Vilas, and José J.
Pazos-Arias.

Mining Facebook Activity to Discover Social Ties: Towards a Social-Sensitive

Ecosystem.

In Ivan I. Ivanov, Marten van Sinderen, Frank Leymann, and Tony Shan, edi-

tors, Cloud Computing and Services Science, volume 367 of Communications in Computer and
Information Science, pages 71–85. Springer International Publishing, 2013.
[SDFP12] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Rebeca Dı́az-Redondo, Ana Fernández-Vilas, and J Pazos-Arias.
Using Facebook activity to infer social ties. In International Conference on Cloud Computing
and Services Science, CLOSER, Porto, Portugal, April 2012.
[SFDP12] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Ana Fernández-Vilas, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, and José J.
Pazos-Arias. Inferring Ties for Social-Aware Ambient Intelligence: The Facebook Case. In
International Symposium on Ambient Intelligent (ISAMI), volume 153 of Advances in Intelligent
and Soft Computing, pages 75–83, Salamanca, Spain, March 2012. Springer Berlin Heidelberg.

In Chapter 5, we discuss how our model of social spheres may be exploited
to improve a wide range of technological applications, from recommender systems
to e-mail readers, and present two of them in detail: an application that helps
users gain attention in social media and other destined to find trustable users
in these media. We also present a prototype of service that obtains these social
spheres and makes them available to other services ([SDF+ 14, SDF15, DFPS12]).
[SDF+ 14] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, Ana Fernández-Vilas, Yolanda BlancoFernández, and José J. Pazos-Arias. A tie strength based model to socially-enhance applications
and its enabling implementation: mySocialSphere. Expert Systems with Applications, 41(5):2582
– 2594, 2014.
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[SDF15] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, and Ana Fernández-Vilas. Are tweets
biased by audience? an analysis from the view of topic diversity.

In International Social

Computing, Behavioral-Cultural Modeling and Prediction Conference (SBP’15), Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, Washington D.C., USA, April 2015.
[DFPS12] Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, Ana Fernández-Vilas, José J. Pazos-Arias, and Sandra ServiaRodrı́guez. A Social P2P Approach for Personal Knowledge Management in the Cloud. In On
the Move to Meaningful Internet Systems: OTM 2012 Workshops, volume 7567 of Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, pages 585–594, Rome, Italy, September 2012. Springer Berlin Heidelberg.

In Chapter 6, we review the contributions of our research and draw conclusions, as well as identify directions for future research that may be build on the
work described on this dissertation.
Regarding its structure, and with the exception of Chapter 2 and Chapter 6,
each chapter begins with a general introduction to the addressed topic that serves
for both indicating the contributions of the chapter and relating these contributions with the thesis explored in this dissertation and with previous chapters (if
exist). Then, the models, analysis and results obtained in the scope of the contributions are detailed. Each chapter ends with two remarkable sections: Section
Discussion and Section Summary respectively. The former serves to state our
interpretations and opinions as well as to explain the implications of our findings,
while the latter summarises our contributions and findings, and relates these
findings with the thesis that we explore.

1.2.3.

Other works during PhD study

Apart from the published works in which this dissertation is based, the author
has been involved in other research works that have led her to either tackle the
thesis of this dissertation or be aware of further research in the area. Specifically,
[BLB+ 12] and [MGR+ 12] belong to the former group, whereas the latter is made
of [SNM+ 15, SHA15, SNM+ 14] and [BDS+ 14]. We will come back to the latter
in Section 6.2.
[SNM+ 15] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Anastasios Noulas, Cecilia Mascolo, Ana Fernández-Vilas, and
Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo. The evolution of your success lies at the centre of your co-authorship
network. PLoS ONE, 10:e0114302, 03 2015.
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[SHA15] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Bernardo A. Huberman, and Sitaram Asur. Deciding what to
display: maximizing the information value of social media.

In Workshop on Modeling and

Mining Temporal Interactions (M2TI) at ICWSM’ 15, Oxford, UK, May 2015.
[SNM+ 14] Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Anastasios Noulas, Cecilia Mascolo, Ana Fernández-Vilas, and
Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo. The evolution of your success lies in the centre of your co-authorship
network. In Quantifying Success (2.0) –co-located with ECCS 2014, Lucca, Italy, September
2014.
[BDS+ 14]

Mohamed Ben-Khalifa, Rebeca P. Dı́az-Redondo, Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez, Ana

Fernández-Vilas, and Rafael López-Serrano. Is There a Crowd? Experiences in using DensityBased Clustering and Outlier Detection. In International Conference on Mining Intelligence
and Knowledge Exploration (MIKE), Cork, Ireland, December 2014.
[BLB+ 12] Jack F. Bravo-Torres, Martı́n López-Nores, Yolanda Blanco-Fernández, Sandra ServiaRodrı́guez, and Jorge Garcı́a-Duque.

A virtualization layer for mobile consumer devices to

support demanding communication services in vehicular ad-hoc networks. In IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE), pages 225–226, Las Vegas, USA, January
2012.
[MGR+ 12] Manuela I. Martı́n-Vicente, Alberto Gil-Solla, Manuel Ramos-Cabrer, Yolanda BlancoFernández, and Sandra Servia-Rodrı́guez.

Semantics-driven recommendation of coupons

through Digital TV: Exploiting synergies with social networks. In IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE), pages 564–565, Las Vegas, USA, January 2012.

2
User modelling and personalisation in
social media

Social media technologies have entailed the availability of large amounts of
data about individuals whose analysis and application to successfully personalise
online services have been studied for a long time [GZR+ 10, RSvZ10, HMI03].
As we have seen in the previous chapter, most of this personalisation uses
data from static users profiles, which can include demographic and geographic
data, social contacts and even interests [facb, You].

But apart from creat-

ing a profile, social media platforms usually allow individuals to post content
and interact with others, freely manifesting their interests and forging social
ties. Although the study and exploitation of this user generated content to create or improve technological social applications have been topics of interest for
many researchers [AGHT11, BSH+ 10a, KH10, GK09, NSV11], most of previous
work has focused on mining content from only one social media site, and on
personalising/socially-enhancing applications that were born under the umbrella
11
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of the given site [RSvZ10]. Little research has specifically studied how to mine
and integrate users data from different social media platforms to create models
of the user –in terms of social contacts and interests– that allowed to personalise
applications or services independently of the platform that hosts their data.

2.1.
2.1.1.

Extraction of interests
Traditional text mining approaches

Text mining, roughly equivalent to text analytics, is an active area of research
in Computer Science that tries to automatically derive high-quality information
from text. It provides a solution for the crisis of information overload based
on combining techniques from data mining, machine learning, natural language
processing, information retrieval and knowledge management [FS07], and whose
application spans around many domains, from the World Wide Web to Business
Intelligence. This vague definition of text mining broadly encompasses several
related topics and algorithms for text analysis, such as feature extraction, which
aims to identify entities and their relations in the text, or text summarisation,
whose goal is to reduce the amount of text in a document while still keeping its
key meaning.
Independently of the applied technique and the possible applications, the
main goal in text mining is the effective representation of the content of text
documents. Traditionally, documents are represented as bag-of-words, assuming
that the words occur independently in the document. This results in a vector
representation, where bag-of-words vectors have a very high dimensionality – each
dimension corresponding to one term from the language. In order to analyse
the concepts in the documents, a lower-dimensional semantic space is desired.
To obtain this reduction, researchers have proposed clustering documents by
segmenting a corpus of documents into partitions, each corresponding to a topical
cluster [vR79, KS97]. In this case, the dimensional reduction comes from viewing
each cluster as a dimension. On the other hand, dimensional reduction looks for
a lower-dimensional representation that is faithful to the original representation.
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Topic modelling arises when integrating Soft clustering (clustering performed
in such a way that each document belongs to different clusters with different
membership probabilities) with dimension reduction. That is, when clustering
is performed by a probabilistic model where each document belongs to different
clusters with different membership probabilities.
The well-known Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) technique was introduced by
Deerwester et al. in 1990 [DDL+ 90]. This automatic indexing method projects
both documents and terms into a low dimensional space that represents their
semantic concepts in the document using, to this aim, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the term-document matrix. Later, Hoffman [Hof99] proposed
the probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI) technique by extending LSI
in a probabilistic context. This approach uses a latent variable model that represents documents as mixtures of topics, outperforming LSI in a vector space
model framework. However, pLSI contains a large number of parameters that
grows linearly with the number of documents, besides there is no natural way
to compute the probability of a document out from the training data. Being
aware of these limitations, Blei et al. [BNJ03] proposed Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a probabilistic technique that includes a process for generating
the topics in each document, reducing the number of parameters to be learned
and providing a clearly-defined probability for arbitrary documents. LDA has
quickly become one of the most popular probabilistic text modelling techniques
in machine learning, being shown to be effective in some text-related task such
as document classification.

2.1.2.

Extraction of interests in social media

Textual data in social media presents new challenges and opportunities due
to its characteristics different from traditional textual data [AZ12]. User generated content in social media is time-dependent, causing that the text in social media is not independent and identically distributed data, but users post
comments about recent events, such as new products, movies, sports, etc. and,
sometimes, influenced by their contacts. In addition, some social media sites
restrict the length of user-created content such as mocroblogging messages, QA
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passages, product reviews, etc. This is the case of Twitter that limits the size of
each tweet to 140 characters or Picasa that limits comments to 512 characters.
Therefore, text analysis methods need to be capable of successfully processing
short texts, which usually consist of few phrases or sentences with sparse contextual information. This makes very difficult for bag-of-words-based models to
build semantic connections between words. Solutions proposed so far have taken
advantage of external sources to fix the semantic gap and find the given connections [SP06, CV07, GM07].
User generated content usually presents higher variance in the quality of the
content. This happens mainly because some users are experts on the topic and
post information very carefully, while others post the first idea that comes to their
minds. Users also use new abbreviations and acronyms that seldom appear in conventional text documents, which makes difficult to identify the semantic meaning
in the text. Apart from the content itself, there is meta-content available in social
media, such as hashtags in Twitter (keywords identified with the symbol “#”),
links between users in Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. or semantic hierarchy information
as in Wikipedia. Some researchers have already taken into account these information to enhance traditionally text mining tasks and even develop new ones,
such as the extraction of interest-based communities [PPZ+ 12] or the distinction
between actual news or rumours from microblogging messages [MPC10].
Being aware of these limitations and opportunities, researchers have adapted
traditional text mining techniques to this new scenario. This is the case of Hong
and Davison [HD10], who analyse the performing of using standard topic models
(LDA) on social media data. Despite the difficulties in obtaining a Facebook
dataset with user generated content, some researchers have taken advantage of
this online social network to mine users’ interests. This is the case of Xin et
al. [JWL+ 11], who propose a system to infer users’ interest from Like activities
in Facebook. Since using the Like function is an indubitable sign of interest,
the analysis of these activities can provide a direct and simple knowledge base
to mine user’s interest, user’s representativeness, user’s influence and so on. On
their part, Palsetia et al. [PPZ+ 12] propose to extract interest-based communities in Facebook considering, similarly to Xin [JWL+ 11], direct signs of common
interests (contributing to a specific Facebook wall or to a Twitter Profile), con-
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structing, in this way, a global network from the dataset. Zhao et al. [ZYL+ 12]
opt for a clustering approach for the classification of users’ interactions according
to a set of Activity Topics deployed over a Facebook Dataset. Despite focusing on
tie strength estimation, interaction documents are processed with different NLPtechniques. However, Zhao’s proposal [ZYL+ 12] requires an a priori consideration
of the fields of activity, since clustering is carried on by LDA.
Facebook is not the only social site used to extract users’ interests, but other
media as Twitter, have also served as source of data to mine interests. In 2009,
Banerjee et al. [BCD+ 09] proposed to infer interests from tweets using unstructured text mining techniques. Specifically, and according to their content, authors
classified tweets into (i) ephemeral (the interest in an activity changes over time),
(ii) descriptive (the interest can be described using one or more indicative keywords), and (iii) localized (the interest is associated with location information).
Their strategy is based on extracting a list of keywords from a huge dataset of
tweets and applying statistical techniques to discover associations between these
keywords. Later, O’Connor, Krieger and Ahn [OKA10] presented TweetMotif,
an exploratory search application for Twitter that groups messages by frequent
significant terms. Their topic extraction mechanism is based on NLP techniques
for syntactic filtering, scoring and filtering of topic phrase candidates, merging
similar topics and grouping near-duplicate messages. Similarly, and with the aim
of providing a more organised view of the user’s feed, the Twitter client Eddi
proposed by Bernstein et al. in 2012 [BSH+ 10b] groups tweets in the user’s feed
into topics mentioned explicitly or implicitly. TweeTopic, the algorithm of topic
assignment of Eddi, proceeds in three steps: text transformation, search engine
querying and result mining. The central intuition behind TweeTopic is that the
shortness of tweets forces to use an external knowledge base to expand our knowledge about the tweet. However, Eddi puts the emphases in assigning a topic to
a tweet, instead of extracting the interests of a specific user from his tweets.
LDA [BNJ03] has also been applied in the literature to the problem of classifying
user profiles in Twitter. With TweetLDA [QAC12], Quercia et al. propose a
supervised topic classification method (based on LDA) to the task of document
classification in Twitter - given a Twitter profile and a set of possible topics,
determine which topics best fit the profile’s tweets. Similarly, Topick [DOMA12]
automatically detects Twitter users’ interests in a set of predefined high-level
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topics by using LDA and a pre-computed topic model. Although LDA is a wellknown algorithm to extract topics from text, the fact that (i) topics have to be
previously fixed, (ii) collections of interactions between users do not conform a
structured text and (iii) the usually short length of the user-generated content,
make it not to be the most suitable option for mining users’ interests from social
media data. On the contrary, the thrust of clustering is to arrange a collection of
data into a small number of groups of similar elements without providing a set of
topics or classifiers in advance. Clustering has also been applied to the problem
of topic extraction in Twitter. In [RKT11], Rangrej et al. compare the performance of various clustering techniques on short text data collected from Twitter,
concluding that Affinity Propagation performs better than K-means (similar to
Partition Around Medoids), but without providing any supervised measure that
takes into account the human judgement. Kang et al. [KLP10] have also applied
Affinity propagation to tweets analysis, but once again the aim is slightly different: extracting clusters of tweets and not of tags representing interests. Anyway,
their relatedness measure is based on syntactic matchmaking and frequencies of
syntactically identical words, which is a serious limitation in social media where
syntactic rules are usually relaxed.

2.1.3.

Applications

Being able to extract users’ interests from user generated content in social media has several applications, specially in the personalisation domain. One of the
outstanding applications in marketing is allowing the appropriate identification
of “target marketing”, that is, the group of customers towards which a business
should aim its marketing efforts and ultimately its merchandise to maximise its
benefits. This is the case of the social publicity tool Facebook Ads [facb] that
Facebook uses to disseminate ads among its users. However, the fact that (i) the
recommendation algorithm, (ii) the users’ recommendation profiles and (iii) the
set of all available ads are not publicly available prevents it to serve as a reference
to compare with any other social publicity strategy that considers Facebook users’
data. Still, some recent works in the literature have inspected the use of Facebook
API for item’s recommendation [SRF13, DPH12, AHH+ 13, GKBM11, AGHT11].
The main focus of these works is to solve well-known issues in recommender sys-
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tems, such as cold-start and sparsity problem, by enriching users’ profiles with the
aggregation of data gathered from different social networks. However, they mostly
consider information consciously provided by users through different forms, tags,
categories, etc, without taking into account the user-generated content in their
posts (comments, messages, etc.).
Apart from recommending products, other studies have focused on recommending contacts to link with in the network, such as the one of Pennacchiotti
and Gurumurthy [PG11] in which they propose a system to recommend to a user
new friends that share similar interests. To this aim, they extract users’ interests
using LDA. Strategies to extract topics from tweets have also been used to identify
influential users. In [WLJH10], Weng et al. present TwitterRank, an algorithm
to identify influential users in Twitter by taking into account both the topical
similarity between users and the link structure. In order to extract topics from
users’ tweets, they use LDA. Topic detection is also one of the techniques used by
Cataldi et al. in [CDCS10] to retrieve emergent topics in Twitter. Their proposal
is based on extracting terms from tweets and considering “emerging” terms those
that often occur in a given time interval and were relatively rare in the past.
They also take into account (i) the authority of the user (obtained by analysing
the social relationships in the network) and (ii) a navigable topic graph that connects the emerging terms with other semantically related keywords, allowing the
detection of the emerging topics.

2.2.
2.2.1.

Tie strength
Sociological perspective

The concept of tie strength was introduced in 1973 by the anthropologist
Mark Granovetter in his iconic paper “The Strength of Weak Ties” [Gra73]. In
it, he defines tie strength as a function of duration, emotional intensity, intimacy
and exchange of services. He distinguished two kinds of ties in social networks:
strong and weak ties. We keep strong ties with people that we really trust,
often people like us (homophily), whereas weak ties relate us with wimple ac-
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quaintances. Granovetter developed his tie strength framework in the context of
job-hunting, highlighting the importance of weak ties as responsible for individuals’ integration into communities since they act as bridges between otherwise
unrelated social clusters. Later, Granovetter revisited his theory [Gra83] with a
round-up of studies that adopted tie strength, including the study in which Friedkin [Fri80] systematically demonstrates Granovetters’s theory. Granovetter also
shows that the notion of strength of a tie depends on the context and the nature
of the tie. White holds a similar position in [Whi08], postulating that a social
network is composed of different subnetworks depending on domains (Netdoms).
Dunbar, in his well-known social brain hypothesis [Dun98], goes deeper by stating
that the cognitive constraints of human brain limit the number of social relationships maintained by a person at different levels of emotional closeness, being this
number around 150 (Dunbar’s number). Specifically, Dunbar postulated the existence of four “circles of acquaintanceship” (Dunbar’s circles), which are, from
the closest to the weakest: support clique, sympathy group, affinity group and
active network. Later, he, in collaboration with Sutcliffe and others [SDBA12],
found that the distribution of people in these circles is not constant, but the ratio
between the sizes of two successive circles is almost constant, and very close to 3.
In sociology, apart from theoretically define tie strength, most research has
focused on substantive applications, such as the efficacy of weak ties in job search
efforts ([Gra95, LD86]) or in the integration of scientific communities ([Fri80]).
These studies were mainly conducted through surveys of human participants,
providing only a limited and very static view. Although many studies have dealt
with assessing tie strength and its implications in sociology, this does not aim to
be a review of all the tie strength studies in sociology, but just a motivation that
serves as a basis to assess tie strength in social media.

2.2.2.

Tie strength in social media

Although the importance of tie strength was recognised with the publication
of [Gra73] more than four decades ago, the emergence of social media and its
widespread use have made this concept more relevant and important than ever,
rolling out their study and importance at other disciplines beyond Sociology such
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as Computer Science. Even before online social networks were mainstream, Mutton [Mut04] had already proposed a method for inferring a social network by
monitoring an IRC channel in which, to obtain the network, an IRC bot observes
the messages exchanged between users in the channel and, from this information,
infer the social network in which they are involved. Other remarkable example is the case of Tyler et al. [TWH05], who proposed a method for identifying
communities using e-mail data.
In the case of social media sites, most online social networks provide users’
social structures made of links between users and their contact on these networks.
These links or relationships are usually considered equals, but this is not the case
in reality, neither in an online environment: a person can only maintain a limited
number of social relationships at different levels of closeness [Dun98]. Therefore,
several computer scientists have focused on studying the interaction network (networks made of ties between users who often interact through social networks) and,
specifically, on highlighting its enormous differences with the social network provided by the site. For example, Kahanda and Neville [KN09] studied how to
infer the nature and strength of relationships between Facebook’s members using attribute-based features (gender, relationship-status,...), topological features
(connectivity of the users in the friendship graph), transactional features (Wall
postings, picture posting and groups) and network-transactional features (Wall
posting in another users Wall,...) to obtain users’ “top-friends”. Using an application that allowed users to mark their “top-friends”, they concluded that the
most outstanding features to predict tie strength were the network-transactional
features, followed by the transactional ones. In a similar study, Gilbert and
Karahalios [GK09] present a predictive model that maps social media data to
tie strength. The model builds on a dataset of social media ties on Facebook
in which, apart from considering interactions between users, they consider factors like age, political ideals or distance between hometowns. Xian et al. [XNR10]
present a latent variable model for predicting tie strength based on profile similarity and interaction activity of users in the site, validating this model in Facebook
and LinkedIn. Other studies, such as [WBS+ 09, VMCG09, BBK+ 11], also focus
on mining users’ activity on Facebook to calculate tie strength, taking into account different interaction signs. Wilson et al.

[WBS+ 09] considers, for each

user, the social graph, wall-posts and photo comments as evidences of interac-
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tion, whereas Viswanath et al. [VMCG09] only take into account wall-posts to
study how the varying patterns of interaction over time affect the overall structure of the interaction network. Finally, Backstrom et al. [BBK+ 11] study how
Facebook users allocate attention across friends, taking into account, apart from
messages, comments and wall-posts, information about how many times one user
views profile pages or photos posted by other users. Both Wilson [WBS+ 09]
and Viswanath [VMCG09] use Facebook data obtained using crawlers, whereas
Backstrom [BBK+ 11] retrieve data directly from Facebook, since information
about users’ passive interactions such as browsing updates, photos or profiles of
their friends, is not publicly available. Although most of the previous studies
have been focused on traditional social networks as Facebook, there have been
some researchers who studied tie strength in other platforms, such as on the microblogging server Twitter. This is the case of Huberman et al. [HRW09], who
infer which Twitter followees (followers) are truly related to the user by taking
into account directed tweets (mentions in tweets). Grabowicz et al. [GRM+ 12],
meanwhile, validate Granovetter’s hypothesis [Gra73] in online social networks,
so that links with retweets should more likely appear as bridges between different
groups, whereas links with mentions should connect users in the same groups.

2.2.3.

Effects and applications of tie strength

Apart from defining and assessing tie strength both from surveys or online social media sites, research on tie strength have also focused on analysing the effects
of tie strength in users behaviour as well as how it may be use in technological
applications. Below, we review some examples of studies that have touched on
some of these two areas.
In 2007, Onnela et al. [OSH+ 07] carried out one of the first large-scale study
in analysing the effects of tie strength in information diffusion within a network.
They study the social network obtained from a large dataset of mobile phone
calls, where a phone call represents a link between two users and the aggregated
duration of their calls determines their tie strength. They also simulated the
spread of information through the network, finding that both weak and strong
ties are ineffective when it comes to information transfer, the former because the
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small amount of on-air time offers little chance of information transfer and the
latter because they are mostly confined within communities, with little access
to new information. Later, Bakshy et al. [BRMA12] examine the role of strong
and weak ties in information propagation within an online social network. Using an experimental approach on Facebook, they found that, although stronger
ties are individually more influential, weak ties are the responsible for the propagation of novel information. This supports Granovetter’s theory [Gra73] in the
online world, since these findings highlights the importance of weak ties in the
dissemination of information online. In other related study, Zhao et al. [ZWF+ 12]
investigated the impact of tie strength on information propagation in online social networks. They observed that, compared with weak ties, strong ties are more
favourable to the information diffusion in OSNs, but they alone are not adequate
for widening the spread of information. They went a step further by distinguishing between “positive” and “negative” weak ties, being the former the ones with
nodes that are centres of different clusters or local communities, and the latter
the ones that contain low-degree nodes with very small overlaps on friends. They
found that although the negative weak ties tend to hinder the information from
being further diffused, the positive weak ties have an important bridge effect that
can facilitate the information propagation across various isolated communities.
More recently, Karsai et al. [KPV14] analyse the spread of rumour processes in a
mobile call dataset, and the effect of strong and weak ties in their propagation.
They found that strong ties have an important role in the early cessation of the
rumour diffusion by favouring interactions among users already aware of the gossip. That is, strong ties constrain the diffusion of information by confining the
spreading process, having a negative role in the spreading of information across
networks. In order to carry out this study, they took into account the microscopic
dynamical evolution of the network inferred from the mobile call dataset.
Contrary to those studies that focused on the whole network to analyse the
diffusion of information, other studies have focused on the ego network of the
user in order to see how users get the most useful information and novel information: from weak or strong ties. Some examples are the work of Panovich et
al. [PMK12], who studied the role of tie strength in question answers within online social networks and the relation between tie strength and the quality of the
answer. They conducted a user study using Facebook as a social network under
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consideration, finding that stronger ties (close friends) provide better information and share less information that the participant already knew than weak ties.
In the same line, Burke and Kraut [BK13] found that after losing a job, strong
ties were more useful to find new employment within 90 days. Both Panovich
and Kraut findings are somewhat unexpected, since they contradict Granovetter’s theory [Gra73]. On the other hand, in a similar study to the Panovich’s
one, Gray et al. [GEVL13] concluded that useful responses are more likely to be
received from weak ties on Facebook.
Tie strength has also impact in marketing. In a 2006 study, Hill et al. [HPV06]
proved that links between customers can directly affect product/service adoption.
Using data about the adoption of a new telecommunication service, they show
that those customers linked to a prior customer adopt the service at a rate 35 times greater than baseline groups selected by the product’s marketing team.
Later, Wen et al. [WTC09] investigated the impact of the tie strength between
the consumer and the endorser, the consumer’s perception toward endorser, and
the type of product in the effective product endorsement on social network sites.
By means of a 201-user study, they found that for hedonic products (designer
clothes, sports cars, luxury watches, etc.) strong-tie endorsers are more effective
than weak-tie endorsers, regardless of their expertise on the product; whereas
for utilitarian products (microwaves, minivans, personal computers, etc.) highexpertise endorsers result in higher consumers’ purchase intention, regardless of
their tie strength with consumers.
There have also been studies focused on socially-enhance technological applications using tie strength, specially in the area of recommendation. This is the
case of [SC11], where Sharma and Cosley present PopCore, a Facebook application to conduct experiments in network-centric recommendations. They proposed six different recommendation algorithms to explore the effects of popularity, personalisation, similarity and tie strength in the recommendations of movies,
television and books. By means of a 50-user study, they found that the best recommendations are provided when taking into account popularity (specially when
the items are popular among users’ friends), following by the algorithms that
consider tie strength and similarity. Non-personalised algorithms are the ones
that provided the lowest accurate recommendations. Also involving Facebook,
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Chen et al. [CF10] propose to enhance the collaborative filtering approach in recommender systems by taking advantage of trust between users in online social
networks. In order to assess this trust they consider, besides other components,
the strength of their relationship obtained mainly by mining users’ interactions
on Facebook. Later, and concerning Twitter rather than Facebook, Chen et
al. [CNC11] analyse different algorithms to recommend conversations to Twitter users using, among other components such us thread length or topic of the
tweet, the strength of the tie between users. By conducting an online user study,
they concluded that the five different recommendation algorithms they proposed
suggested more interesting conversations than a random baseline, and that the
tie strength-based algorithms performed better for people who used Twitter for
social purposes than for only being informed. Apart from improving traditional
recommendation algorithms, Gartrell et al. [GXL+ 10] demonstrate the benefits
of using tie strength to improve group recommendations. They propose a group
recommendation algorithm that considers, apart from the interests of the group
members, information about the strength of the relationship between the members within the group. Considering five different levels of closeness (strength),
they conducted a user study in which participants had to assess the strength of
their relationship with others, rate movies according to their preferences and discuss about the movies with others to get group ratings for the movies. Although
Gartrell et al. accurately predicted some of the group decisions, their algorithm
failed to predict the group consensus in others.
Tie strength have also been successfully used in other socially-enhanced services. Already in 2001, Cortes et al. [CPV01] applied a dynamic network model
based on interactions between users (phone numbers) to detect different types
of fraudulent behaviour in a telecommunication network, such as subscription
fraud (when an account is set up by a user who has no intention of paying any
bill) or when a fraudster has assumed a new identity. In their 2009 extensive
analysis of users’ interactions on Facebook, Wilson et al. [WBS+ 09] show that
the interaction graph (network made of links between users that really interact
on Facebook) can successfully be applied to two different socially-enhanced applications: collaborative spam mitigation [GKF+ 06] and defence agains Sybil
attack [YKGF06]. Specifically, Wilson demonstrates that the use of interaction graphs extracted from Facebook improves the performance of “RE”, the
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white-listing system for email based on social links that allows emails between
friends and friends of friends to bypass standard spam filters proposed by Garris [GKF+ 06]. He also proved the benefits of considering the interaction network
to detect Sybil identities in an online community in order to protect distributed
applications (Sybilguard [YKGF06]).

2.3.

Open problems to address

In this chapter we have reviewed existing approaches to discover interests and
social ties from user generated content in social media sites and described how
these data have been used to personalise or socially-enhance services. As previously indicated, the fact that applications to personalise consider data retrieved
from only one social media site and that often this site is also the medium to
deliver the application are some of the main lacks of previous research in using
social media data to personalise applications. In order to make up for these deficiencies, in this dissertation we define a user-centred model for personalising
applications based on mining data from different social web sites to identify the
subjects -topics- of interests of our users (social contexts) and the strength of
the relationships between them and all the users with whom they interact (tie
strength with their social contacts or contacts that conform their social spheres).
Specifically, we build on previous works by presenting a methodology to extract interest from users generated content in social media sites, together with
the results of its evaluation. Unlike the work thus far described, our methodology
can accurately extract, represent and manage interests extracted from any social
site no matter the length of users’ textual publications; and deliver these interest
to any service that users have granted access to. Moreover, apart from the social
publicity application that we personalise using the interest extracted and that we
also describe, we discuss how to personalise other applications (both existing or
to be created). Also here, we discuss how a large scale prototype of intermediary
service that builds and delivers social spheres might be designed and implemented
and the technological issues that still need to be addressed before such service
could be adopted as a technological tool for personalisation.
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The other key element needed to build the social spheres is the tie strength
measure. Meanwhile previous works provide models to develop an interaction
network, our proposal focuses on the individual, providing a user-centred measure of the relationship between two social media users. So, we build on previous
works by presenting a measure of the strength of the tie between two individuals
that interact through social media tools from the perspective of one of them, the
user we provide the sphere for. Unlike some previous proposals, our measure only
considers interaction data retrieved through public APIs with users’ permission.
It also takes into account the time in which interactions occur, since recent interactions may have a greater impact than older ones, and the people involved in
it to remark the relevance of the person in the interaction. Like in the interests
extraction proposal, we also discuss how to personalise applications using the tie
strength between users obtained with our measure in particular, and the contextualised social spheres in general. That is, spheres made of those users with
whom the target user frequently talks about the topic -context- of the sphere,
together with the strength of their tie taking into account only those interactions
in the scope of the topic
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3
A tag clustering-based approach to
extract social interests

Social Web technologies have triggered the evolution of Internet users from
being mere observers of the continuous generation of information to become active
and prolific producers of content. This user generated content usually contains
evidences of individuals’ interests, feelings and likes. Although traditional text
mining techniques have successfully handled the extraction topics from documents
(Chapter 2), the fact that data generated on social media sites are considered vast,
noisy, distributed, unstructured and dynamic[GL12], constitute very different
characteristics from the usual attribute-value data used in classic data mining.
Therefore, new techniques have to be applied to reduce the harmful impact of
noise or to deal with managing unstructured data from different data sources in
order to successfully extract interests –topics– from individuals publications in
social media sites.
27
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In this chapter, we address the problem of mining users’ interest from user
generated content on social media sites. Our mining process uses different data
mining and natural language processing techniques to obtain clouds of tags (bags
of words) representative of users’ interests. This solution can be developed without any a-priori knowledge about the number and category of interests, neither
a priori knowledge about the users we apply the extraction for. To show how
our solution works, we describe a deployment scenario for social publicity where
knowing users’ contexts –interests– allows advertisements to target potential customers. Using Groupon [BMPZ11], a deal-of-the-day website, as source of ads
and Facebook as social knowledge source, we provide users with personalised
ads recommendations according to their contexts. Also, by their publication in
Facebook walls, ads would be spread by word-of-mouth power throughout users’
contacts. An important advantage of our model is that it works independently
of the ads source (Groupon or others), since we do not consider any prefixed
categorisation (fashion, sports, traveling, etc.). Instead, we focus on searching
the best ad by NLP-analysing the textual descriptions of the ads source. We also
describe how we validated our proposal by means of a user study using the previous deployment scenario. Results of this study revealed that comparing resulting
clusters against human judgement does not work fine for our purpose since users’
are not as reliable as expected when they are asked about their interests. For this
reason, we conducted a second experiment that, instead of gathering feedback
by an explicit contribution of users, uses the implicit classifying method used by
Twitter users to organise their tweets: hashtags. This experiment, also allowed
us to evaluate the performance of three different clustering algorithms.
In relation with our thesis, our findings suggest that the proposed methodology
can accurately extract individuals’ interests from user generated content in social
media, and the fact that these interests are represented by bags of words might
be used to personalise almost every application.

3.1.

A model for extracting users’ interests

Interest similarity-based community detection, i.e. finding groups of people
with shared interests, has received a lot of attention in the research community
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(see [PRS11] for a comparative study). However, our work has a slightly different
focus: our intent is not to construct a supra-network or meta-network from a
social network as in Community Detection, but to infer (i) the topics talked
about by a social media user –social contexts– and (ii) the friends with whom
he talks about each specific topic –friends belonging to each social context– in
a local way (Local Community Detection). In short, we do not aim to identify
which users deal with a topic –find communities of users with common interests–,
but which topics are treated by a given user.
As we have indicated in the previous chapter, a good algorithm to extract
topics from text is LDA. However, the fact that (i) topics have to be previously
fixed (not useful in our case) and (ii) collections of interactions between users do
not conform a structured text, makes it not to be the most suitable option for
our task. Although our scenario is different from traditional collaborative tagging
systems [Bur02, AT05, GH06], we took advantage of the techniques used in these
systems, and specifically of the use of keywords or tags to define users’ contexts.
So, with tools like Stanford Core NLP [MSB+ 14] and Freeling [CCPP04] that
provide different NLP mechanisms, such as Part-Of-Speech (POS) Tagging, getting a word citation form (lemmatisation), Named Entity Recognition (NER),
etc., we can extract meaningful information from texts in natural language.
The quality of the extracted information clearly improves if the semantic of
the words and the relations between them are considered. Many tagging systems
obtain this semantic relatedness by checking how many times two tags appear
together tagging the same item [FDS14]. However, the absence of data about all
the users in social media services, that is, a global folksonomy, makes it unfeasible
in our case. So, we have explored other possibilities to measure the semantic similarity between tags, whose main difference is the source of background knowledge
in which they are supported. Relatedness measures based on the handcrafted
lexical database of English WordNet [PPM04], on the Web (WWW) [CV07] or
on Wikipedia [SP06, GM07, WM08] are only some of the measures proposed.
Since online users usually talk about trending topics, which include people who
have become famous recently, new TV programs, new products, etc., measures
of semantic relatedness between terms should be based on frequently updated
sources of background knowledge such as Wikipedia or the Web instead of on
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traditional lexical databases as WordNet.
The last enabler to our proposal is clustering. This technique of exploratory
data analysis aims to identify patterns in data by the discovery of groups of data
points strongly related. That is, clustering is about splitting a given data set into
groups (clusters) such that the data points in a cluster are more similar to each
other than points in different clusters. A huge amount of clustering algorithms
have been proposed to date, which can be classified according to different criteria
(see [JMF99] for a review). Most of the existing clustering algorithms can be
labeled either hierarchical or partitional. The difference lies in that a partitional
clustering algorithm obtains a single partition of the data instead of the clustering
structure, known as dendrogram (see [JMF99] for an example), that represents
the nested grouping of patterns and similarity levels at which groupings change
and which is the result of a hierarchical clustering.
In this section we present our methodology for extracting topics from usergenerated content in social media sites, i.e. users’ interests manifested in these
media. This methodology also identifies the friends of the user with whom he
shares these interests. We coined the term “social context” of a user to refer to
the set interests and friends that share these interests with the user and, as in
real life, users have different interests and even different number of them. Our
extraction methodology is based on using textual descriptions linked to users’
interactions (private messages content, photos descriptions, etc.), gathered from
social media sites (with users’ permission). We then apply several Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to get the most representative words or tags
from these data to build his personomy (the user’s folksonomy). The user’s social
contexts emerge after applying a clustering algorithm over this personomy and
classifying the user’s contacts in these clusters. We detail this methodology in
Section 3.2.

3.2.

Methodology

The main contribution in this chapter is a model that, taking advantage of
users’ textual publications in social media sites, infers the social contexts in which
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Figure 3.1: Inferring user’s social contexts
users’ are involved and which of their contacts belong to them. Figure 3.1 shows
the different steps that conform the model. After applying different natural language techniques (POS tagging, stop words removal, etc.) over data extracted
from social media sites APIs (Application Programming Interfaces), we obtain
the user’s personomy, that is, the tags that conform his online life and the semantic relationships between these tags -his network of tags-. Next step deals
with applying a clustering algorithm to obtain groups of strongly related tags in
the personomy, which will give rise to his social contexts. Finally, the membership of each contact to a specific context is determined by the similarity between
the tags of the context and the tags linked to the social interactions between the
user and the contact.
Although in the figure each publications is linked to only one tie between the
user u and one of his contacts, other situations are possible. Publications can
be associated to more than one tie (with more than one contact) or even with
all his ties –or none of them- when the users addresses the content to his whole
audience, without expressly indicating any addressee. In this case, it would be
more precise to talk about user’s individual interests –or contexts– rather than
social contexts.
The following sections describe (i) how to obtain user’s personomy, (ii) how
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to infer social contexts from this personomy and (iii) how to classify contacts in
contexts.

3.2.1.

User’s Personomy

User’s personomy is built from the tag cloud representative of user’s interactions and the semantic relations between these tags.

User’s Tag Cloud: We use the textual descriptions of the interactions
between a user u and each one of his contacts v (wall posts, private messages
content, photos descriptions, etc.) retrieved from social media sites APIs
to obtain the tag cloud which characterises the u’s link with each contact
v, T C(lu|v ). Obviously, these descriptions are not provided in form of tags.
To extract the relevant words (tags) we only consider lexical units that
refer to fixed entities with meaning. To this aim, we use tools like Stanford
CoreNLP [MSB+ 14] or Freeling [CCPP04] that address all the basic levels of
NLP1 . We start filtering the text, using POS tagging (which identifies each
word part-of-speech category -Noun, Verb, etc.-) and lemmatisation (which
identifies each word lemma or citation form). After only keeping nouns
and verbs in their citation form, we remove the stop words, i.e. extremely
common words such as be, thing, etc. The resulting words conform the set
of tags of the social interactions between u and v, T (lu|v ), whose tag cloud
is denoted by T C(lu|v ) = {t, w(t, lu|v )}; being w(t, lu|v ) the importance of
the tag t in the set (percentage of occurrence):

w(t, lu|v ) =

m(t, T (lu|v ))
#T (lu|v )

(3.1)

where #T (lu|v ) is the number of tags in the relationship between u and v
and m(t, T (lu|v )) is the multiplicity of the tag, i.e. the number of times that
this tag was used in the interactions between u and v.
1

Note that Stanford CoreNLP only analyses text in English. Other tools, like Freeling,
provide also support for other languages, including Spanish.
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A user u is modelled by T (u), the set of tags resulting from merging all the
tags that characterise the user’s links with every contact v ∈ Contacts(u).
That is, the set of tags representative of the user’s online life:

T (u) =

[

T (lu|v )

(3.2)

v∈Contacts(u)

Analogously, we define the tag cloud of a user u as follows: T C(u) =
{t, w(t, u)}; being w(t, u) the importance of the tag t in the set (percentage
of occurrence):

w(t, u) =

m(t, T (u))
#T (u)

(3.3)

where #T (u) is the number of tags of u’s social life.
Semantic Relationship Between Tags: In order to discover groups
of strongly related tags (clusters), we need to assess the semantic relatedness between the user’s tags.

To this aim, we take advantage

of external sources of background knowledge such as the whole Web
or Wikipedia and semantic relatedness measures proposed in the literature [CV07, SP06, GM07, WM08]. Some of them will be latter described
in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2.

Social Contexts

The social contexts of a user represent the different topics that he talks about
in his interactions with others. What is more, people usually talk about the same
topics with the same subset of contacts. Therefore, our goal is (i) to identify
groups of strongly related tags, i.e. users’ social contexts and (ii) to find out to
which contexts their contacts belong.
Social Contexts Inference: In order to identify these social contexts,
we apply clustering over the user’s personomy. To this aim, we take advantage of one of the huge variety of clustering techniques proposed in the
literature [JMF99]. Analogously to the user’s tag cloud, each context, ci , is
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characterised by a set of tags (the tags in the corresponding cluster). The
context tag cloud is: T C(ci ) = {t, w(t, ci )}; being w(t, ci ) the importance
of the tag t in the set:
w(t, ci ) =

m(t, T (u))
#T (ci )

(3.4)

where T (ci ) is the set of tags linked to the u’s i-context, #T (ci ) is the
number of tags in this set and m(t, T (u)) is the multiplicity of the tag, i.e.
the number of times this tag was used in the interactions between u and
his contacts. Moreover, resulting clusters have different number of tags and
not all of them are representative enough to be a context. To model users’
social contexts, we only keep those M clusters where the weighted sum of
the tags in the cluster is higher than a threshold (T hcontext).
Contacts Membership to Social Contexts: Once the set of u’s contexts
have been obtained and characterised: T C(ci ) | i ∈ [1, M], our objective
is to identify the u’s contacts involved in each one of these contexts, i.e.
those who talk to u about football, family, etc. To this aim, we fix a threshold (T hmembership ) of membership to a context and compare the tag clouds
T C(lu|v ) and T C(ci ) to obtain the set of contexts cu|v of u in which a contact
v is involved:
cu|v = {ci | Similarity(ci , lu|v ) > T hmembership }

(3.5)

where Similarity(ci , lu|v ) is the cosine similarity [FDS14] between T (lu|v )
and T C(ci ). When computing cosine similarity, any tag cloud might be
thought as a vector whose components are the weights of all the tags and,
consequently, it is just calculating the angle between both vectors.

3.2.3.

Semantic relatedness and Clustering

3.2.3.1.

Semantic relatedness measures

Different approaches have been proposed to assess the semantic relatedness
between two terms, whose main difference is the source of background knowledge
in which they are supported. As mentioned, given that online users usually talk
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about trending topics, measures of semantic relatedness between terms should
be based on frequently updated sources of background knowledge instead of on
traditional lexical databases. For this reason, we selected a measure based on the
Web –Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [CV07]– and other based on the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia –Wikipedia Link-based Measure (WLM) [WM08]–
to put into practice our experiments. We briefly describe these measures below.
Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [CV07]: Cilibrasi and Vitányi
proposed the Google Similarity Distance, a method to automatically extract
similarity of words and phrases from the Web using Google page counts. At
this respect, NGD computes the similarity between two words (or phrases)
from the number of hits returned by the Google search engine. The result is
a numeric value, NGD(x, y), that represents the degree in which the words
x and y are similarity distanced:

NGD(x, y) =

max{log f (x), log f (y)} − log f (x, y)
log N − min{log f (x), log f (y)}

(3.6)

where f (x), f (y) and f (x, y) denote the number of pages containing x, the
number of pages containing y and the number of pages containing both x
and y, as returned by Google. N is a normalisation factor which has to be
higher than f (z) ∀z and whose value we chose equal to the highest number
of results on Google (N = 25, 270, 000, 000 at the time of the experiments).
Wikipedia Link-based Measure (WLM) [WM08] is a semantic relatedness measure based on the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia. After
identifying the Wikipedia articles that discuss the words of interests, the
relatedness between the given articles is computed by means of two different measures: one based on the links extending out of each article and the
other on the links made to them. The first measure is defined by the angle
between the vectors of the links found within the two articles of interest
(a, b), where the weight w of the link s → t (s ∈ {a, b}) is:
w(s → t) = log(

|W |
) | if s ∈ t, 0 otherwise
|T |

(3.7)

where T is the set of all articles that link to t and W the set of articles in
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Wikipedia.
The latter is based on the Normalized Google Distance [CV07]:
sr(a, b) =

log(max(|A|, |B|)) − log(|A ∩ B|)
log(|W |) − log(min(|A|, |B|))

(3.8)

where A and B are the sets of articles that link to the articles of interest
a and b respectively, and W is the entire Wikipedia. See [WM08] for a
completed description.

3.2.3.2.

Clustering algorithms

Clustering is one of the dominant techniques of exploratory data analysis
whose aim is to identify patterns in data by the discovery of groups of data points
strongly related. From all the clustering algorithms proposed to date we selected
three to use in the experiments proposed in this dissertation: (i) the popular
Partition Around Medoids (PAM) algorithm (partitional) for which the number
of resulting clusters must be known in advance, (ii) Affinity Propagation [FD07]
(partitional), that does not previously need to know the number of clusters, but
the clusters and their exemplars emerge from a message-passing procedure and
(iii) the hierarchical clustering algorithm known as The Unweighted Pair Group
Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA [JD88]). Next, we briefly describe each
one of them.
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) [KR09] is a partitional clustering algorithm based on finding representative objects (medoids) in clusters,
i.e. the most centrally located object within the cluster. The main steps of
PAM are as follows:
1. Randomly select k of the n data points as the medoids.
2. Associate each data point to the closest medoid.
3. For each medoid m and each data point o associated to m swap m and
o and compute the total cost of the configuration (that is, the average
dissimilarity of o to all the data points associated to m). Select the
medoid o with the lowest cost of the configuration.
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4. Repeat alternating steps 2 and 3 until there is no change in the assignments.
The PAM algorithm requires three parameters: number of clusters k, cluster
initialisation and distance metric.
Affinity Propagation (AP) [FD07] takes as input measures of similarity
between pairs of data points and, by the exchange of real-valued messages
between them, a set of exemplars (centres of the clusters) and their clusters
gradually emerge. Rather than requiring that the number of clusters be
pre-specified, Affinity Propagation takes as input a real number s(k, k) –
preference– for each data point k so that data points with larger values of
s(k, k) are more likely to be chosen as exemplars. The number of resulting
clusters is influenced by the values of the input preferences, but also emerges
from the message-passing procedure.
Initially, all points are considered as potential exemplars, though each point
can be manually assigned a preference that it should be chosen as an exemplar. For each point i and each candidate exemplar k, AP computes the
responsibility r(i, k), which indicates how well suited k is as an exemplar
for i, and the availability a(i, k) reflecting the evidence for how appropriate
it would be for i to choose k as its exemplar:

r(i, k) ← s(i, k) − max
{a(i, k ′ ) + s(i, k ′ )}
k ′ :k ′ 6=k
X
a(i, k) ← min{0, r(k, k) +
max{0, r(i′ , k)}}

(3.9)
(3.10)

i′ :i′ 6∈{i,k}

where s(i, k) denotes the similarity between the two data points i and k.
The above two equations are iterated until a good set of exemplars emerges.
Each point i can then be assigned to the exemplar k which maximises the
sum a(i, k) + r(i, k), and if i = k, then i is an exemplar.
Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) [JD88] is a hierarchical and agglomerative clustering algorithm
that yields a dendrogram that can be cut at a chosen height to produce
the desired number of clusters. The main steps of UPGMA are as follows:
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1. Place each data point into its own singleton group.
2. Merge the two closest groups.
3. Update distances between the new cluster and each of the old clusters. Given a distance measure between points, UPGMA obtains the
intergroup similarity between the clusters C and H as:
d(C, H) =

1 XX
di,j
NC NH i∈C j∈H

(3.11)

where NC (NH ) is the size of the cluster C (H) and di,j is the distance
between the data points i and j.
4. Repeat 2 and 3 until all the data are merged into a single cluster.
As any hierarchical clustering, UPGMA only requires a measure of similarity between groups of data points.

3.3.

Experiment 1: deals recommendation on
Facebook

Our second contribution in this chapter is a deployment scenario for social
publicity where the knowledge of users’ contexts allows advertisers to target potential customers. Apart from being an example of how to apply our methodology to real scenarios, an early stage implementation of this scenario allowed us
to validate our methodology against human judgement. This application takes
advantage of Facebook [faca], the online social networking site par excellence, and
Groupon [gro], a deal-of-the-day website which offers discount coupons usable at
several companies, to provide users with personalised advertisements. Facebook
is a popular online social networking site launched in 2004 that provides users
with the typical interpersonal communication features: posting in wall, exchange
of private messages, uploading and sharing photos, etc, which usually have some
textual content (photo title, photo comment, wall-post content, private message
content, etc) associated. As most of people know, users may personalise the privacy of these activities to restrict access to profile information, mini-feed, wall
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Figure 3.2: Personalised publicity on Facebook
posts, etc. (only to friends, friends-of-friends, lists of friends, no one and all).
Besides, Facebook provides developers with an API through which third party
applications can access users’ data on Facebook on their behalf (with their permission) and even post content in their walls. On its part, Groupon, the deal-ofthe-day website launched in 2008, also provides an API for developers to obtain
data about the deals and facilities to integrate these deals in external websites.
Technically, this application, whose overview is depicted in Figure 3.2, is in
charge of (i) obtaining the user’s social contexts (ci ) and the contacts who belong
to them following the methodology proposed in previous section, and of (ii) daily
retrieving, from Groupon API, a short description of the deals of the day, dj .
For each deal, its tag cloud (T C(dj )) would be built in the same way as the tag
cloud of the user’s social personomy described in Section 3.2.1. These deals tag
clouds (T C(dj )) would be compared with the user’s contexts tag clouds (T C(ci ))
using Similarity(ci , dj ), to get the deal with the highest similarity with some
of the user’s contexts. A link to this deal would be finally posted in the user’s
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wall. To avoid disturbing user’s contacts with excessive publicity, the post would
only be visible to those contacts that belong to the selected context and, so that,
probably interested in the product.
Apart from an overview of the application, Fig. 3.2 shows a toy example in
which, after obtaining his social contexts and contacts, a user u receives, in form
of a wall-post visible only for the proper contacts, the ad that best match his
social life. In this toy example, the lemmatizer and the POS-tagging of a NLP
tool have been used to, after removing the stop words, obtain the 15 tags that
represent user u’s social life (tourism, Barcelona, T-shirt, etc.). Then, clustering
has been applied over the u’s personomy –previously calculated by a semantic
relatedness measure and taking into account the weight of each tag– to obtain
the four tag clusters that represent his social contexts and whose exemplars are
T-shirt, Louvre, Messi and tourism. Note that the tag match belongs to the
context whose exemplar is T-shirt instead of the context represented by Messi,
which could be solved using, previously, some word disambiguation technique.
Finally, the tag cloud of each context (T C(ci )) is compared with the tag cloud
of each deal (T C(dj )) that, in this case, represent discounts in (i) a fast-food
restaurant, (ii) the purchase of a tablet and (iii) a trip to Istanbul. The highest
similarity is between the trip to Istanbul and the context whose exemplar is
tourism. Note that v2 is one of u’s contacts in this context.

3.3.1.

Problem definition

This section reports the experimental evaluation of our model to infer social
contexts using the aforementioned deployment scenario. Our tests involved 30
(under)graduate students from the University of Vigo, their friends and relatives.
We ended up with a diverse audience, with disparate demographic data and educational backgrounds, including nearly as many men as women with ages ranging
from 21 to 48 years. We worked with a group of 10 different deals (obtained from
Groupon API ) which included a wide range of discounts in products and services
as a breathalyser, an online Autocad course, a beer, an ipad (tablet PC), a hotel stay in Madrid, a pair of earphones, a football pool discount voucher, series
subscription online, pizzas and a desk chair. As interaction data, we considered
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wall-posts exchanged, comments (including the description of the wall-post, photos, previous comments, etc. associated) and textual content associate to users’
(contacts’) items that contacts’ (users’) like. In this situation, the evaluation consisted on (i) asking users for ranking the deals according to their preferences, (ii)
ranking the deals according to their similarity with users’ contexts (interests) obtained using our methodology and, finally, (iii) checking the correlation between
both rankings.

3.3.2.

Particularising the model to this scenario

Our mechanism of interest extraction starts by obtaining users’ publications
from the Facebook API and the extraction of their relevant words by only considering lexical units that refer to fixed entities with meaning. To this aim, we used
Freeling [CCPP04], a tool that address all the basic levels of NLP, since it works
for Spanish, the mother tongue of the participants. Once obtained users’ tag
clouds, the semantic relatedness –distance in this case– between tags necessary
for obtaining users’ personomy was computed using the Normalized Google Distance (NGD) proposed by Cilibrasi and Vitányi in [CV07]. Finally, the clustering
algorithm Affinity Propagation (AP) was used to extract users’ interests from this
personomy. See Section 3.2.3 for a detailed description of these techniques.

3.3.3.

Parameters estimation for training

In order to fix the different parameters of our methodology, we asked 11
students about the topics they talked about on Facebook and for selecting their
3 preferred deals. We repeated the steps of the process for getting their social
contexts varying (i) the value of the parameter q that controls the exemplar
preferences in Affinity Propagation, (ii) the threshold which determines if a cluster
is representative enough to conform one context (T hcontext ) and (iii) the threshold
for contact’s membership (T hmembership ).
The following shows the estimation of every parameter, where T P is the set of
topics indicated by each user and CL the resulting clusters from applying Affinity
Propagation over his tag cloud T C(u).
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In order to estimate q, we defined the following function

f (q) = avg
i







NGD(tpi , cls )
,
 avg {NGD(tpi , clj )} 
j

(3.12)

that represents the average of the semantic distance between each topic
pointed out by the user (tpi ∈ T P ) and its nearest cluster cls ∈ CL with
respect to the average distance between the topic and the rest of user’s
clusters clj ∈ CL − {cls }. The optimal value of q is the one that minimises
f (q) and, in turn, maximises the number of different nearest clusters for
different topics. In view of the results, and as aforementioned, the number
of contexts (clusters) should be different for different users. Therefore, the
parameter q, whose value is inversely proportional to the number of clusters,
should depend on the user and specifically on the degree of semantic distance
between all the tags in his tag cloud. As expected, the most suitable value of
q is obtained when q is directly proportional to the average of all distances
between the user’s tags, average value that we denote by X̄. We applied a
linear regression to discover the relation between q and X̄, obtaining that its
relation is determined by q = mX̄ +x0 , being m = −0.9129 and x0 = 2.4431
(see Figure 3.3).
Once fixed the parameter q, all the resulting clusters may not be relevant
enough. We consider that a cluster is representative for a user u, and
therefore conforms one of his social contexts, when the sum of its tags with
respect to the sum of all user’s tags
X

t∈T (cl)

w(t, u)/

X

w(t, u)

(3.13)

t∈T (u)

is higher than T hcontext . Figure 3.4 shows the variation of the recall and
precision with the variation of this threshold. In view of the results, we
opted for using the value 0.03 as T hcontext . Note that this value should
depend on the application that use the social contexts.
Finally, we run the method to fix T hmembership that determines the membership of a contact to a cluster of u (see Eq. 3.5). This value should also
depend on the application. In order to limit the deal propagation avoiding
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that social publicity can be perceived as disturbing by users’ contacts, we
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Figure 3.3: q estimation from the average of semantic similarity measures.

3.3.3.1.

Top contexts

After the training phase, we applied the different steps of the methodology
over participants’ activity data extracted from Facebook API. The resulting social
contexts confirmed that (i) different users have different contexts and (ii) contexts
of different users referred to the same reality are better defined using a tag cloud
than a unique word. Table 3.1 shows the translation of the top topic terms in
four different contexts of four different users. Although each two contexts are
associated with two of the top generic interests (topics) detected in our study
(football and politics in Spain), each context contains different terms since they
represent slightly different realities. For example, user 1 represents the view of
an active political party member, whereas user 2 represents the view of a Spanish
citizen and his complaints about the political, economic and social situation in
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Figure 3.4: Recall and precision for different T hcontext .
Spain. In the case of the topic football, user 3 talks about professional football,
whereas user 4 comments about the amateur football team in which his young
son plays in the city of Vigo. Although contexts related with politics are found in
most of the users, they are not suitable for the recommendation of any deal in our
study. Meanwhile the football pool discount voucher is a good recommendation
for football fans in general. However, in view of their tag clouds, it would be
a good recommendation for user 3 -interested in professional football-, but, a
priori, not for user 4 -interested in amateur football-. Note also that not having
considered users’ opinions (opinion mining is out of the scope of this dissertation)
could cause that our method recommended ads to users that talk about a topic
because they hate it. For instance, user 3 talks about Real Madrid because he
dislikes it and, therefore, a possible discount in a Real Madrid t-shirt would not
be a correct recommendation for him.

3.3.4.

Evaluation of users’ satisfaction

After calculating participants’ social contexts we asked them the following
questions related with the contexts inferred:
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Figure 3.5: Concordance between deals rankings by users and deals rankings by
our method.
user 1

user 2

user 3

user 4

PSOE
PP
Rubalcaba
president
government
campaign
election
Rajoy
Bárcenas
party

vote
unemployment
strike
trade
minister
cutback
crisis
bailout
tax
bank

match
player
football
European
Barça
Real Madrid
referee
penalty
Messi
goal

Celta
team
match
Vigo
goal
champion
football
under-10
league
tournament

Table 3.1: Translation of top topic terms in four different contexts

1. Point out the topics you usually talk about on Facebook.
2. We have identified that you talk about: (exemplars). Is it correct? Answer
with a value between 1 and 5 (1 totally incorrect, 5 totally correct). Is there
any other topic you regularly talk about on Facebook and we have missed?
If so, indicate it.
3. For each series, underline the related words and add, at least, one term to
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each one.
4. Sort the next deals according to your preferences.

Started from the collected data, we tested (i) the concordance between the
contexts identified by our method and the topics stated by the participants and
(ii) the concordance between the optimal deals obtained by our method and
those deals ranked by the users. The reported results are shown in the following
sections.

3.3.4.1.

Users’ contexts inference

To evaluate participants’ satisfaction with the social contexts inferred with
our strategy we take into account both the contexts inferred and the answers of
the participants to the first three questions of the questionnaire. Table 3.2 shows
the comparison between human judgment and our method, where h.j. means
human judgment and o.m., our method.

Participants’ satisfaction
(over 5) -h.j.Number of topics -h.j.Number of clusters -o.m.Number of representative
clusters -o.m.Number of tags by cluster
-o.m.Related words -h.j.by cluster
Total words -o.m.-

Average
2, 933

Std Dev
0, 742

3, 967
5, 950
3, 333

2, 465
1, 023
1, 867

18, 414

17, 768

0, 396

0, 176

Table 3.2: Comparison between human judgment and our method

We observe that the satisfaction of the participants with the exemplars of the
clusters is not excessively high (2, 933 over 5), which indicates that the centre
(exemplar) of the clusters returned by Affinity Propagation is not representative
for the cluster. However, topics pointed out by the participants are semantically
closed to the tags of, at least, one of the clusters returned by the algorithm. As
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an example, a participant in the experiment identified a topic with the name of
her specific degree, which is clearly related with our exemplar course.
Regarding the number of representative clusters (contexts), participants
stated different number of topics, which concords with our premise that the number of contexts is different for different users. Hence the importance of not fixing
topics a priori. Also, our method identifies, in general, less contexts than the
participants. After inspecting original users’ data, we detected that users stated
topics about which they believe that they talk a lot but really they barely do, or
even they include generic words to identify topics, making difficult their recognition. For instance, a common topic stated by the participants was daily routine.
The rate of related words by cluster identified by the participants -(Related
words)/(Total words) by cluster in Table 3.2- is not excessively high. Relations
established are subjective since they depend on users’ opinion. For instance, a
user pointed out the relation between Ramos and Ronaldo (two Real Madrid
footballers) within social context whose exemplar was Real Madrid, but he did
not point the relation between them and Cristiano (other player of this team).
Even taking this into account the rate is still low.
In fact, users are not as reliable as we expected when they identify the topics
they talk about on Facebook since the answer to question 1 should be contained
in both the wording and the answer of question 2, which does not happen in most
of the cases.

3.3.4.2.

Application of our method to social publicity

We consider the last question of the questionnaire: Sort the next deals according to your preferences (providing users with the ten deals extracted from
Groupon) to evaluate the application of our method to social publicity. The
box-and-whisker diagram in Figure 3.5 represents the concordance between the
position of the deals stated by the participants and that obtained with our model.
The bottom and top of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the band inside the box is the median and the ends of the whiskers are the 10th and 90th
percentiles. The concordance between the preferences of the participants and the
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deals inferred by our method is higher in the top positions, the most important
for our purposes. Concordance in low positions of the rank is worse since the
cosine similarity is, in general quite close between some deals and others. However, this is not a big problem for our social publicity application, since we are
interested in the top positions of the ranking (those preferred by the users).

3.4.

Experiment 2:

comparison of clustering

techniques on Twitter
One of the remarkable conclusions from the previous experiment is that users
are not as reliable as desirable when they are asked about the topics of interest
that they manifest in social media sites. This, together with the fact that most
profiles on Facebook are private, which increases the difficulties to get data and
participants for a large scale evaluation of our methodology, led us to consider the
use of a social site with more public data available. This led us to Twitter [twia],
the popular microblogging service launched in 2006 [KGA08a] that allows users
to send messages –tweets– of up to 140 characters to people subscribed to their
streams and where each user has a profile, designated as private or public, though
most are public. Using Twitter as testbed, we devised a new experiment that
takes advantage of the implicit mechanism to classify tweets in Twitter according
to their subjects: hashtags 2 . However, the facts that (i) not all tweets are labeled
with hashtags and (ii) one unique topic could be associated with different hashtags
prevent us from using users’ hashtags as the real users’ topics against which
validate our results. But hashtags continue being a source of incalculable value
to resume the content of tweets. For this reason, we propose an experiment
that takes advantage of hashtags to evaluate the performance of three different
clustering algorithms –PAM, AP and UPGMA– when considering the structure
of Wikipedia as external source for assessing semantic closeness between words.
Specifically, the experiment deals with building fictitious users’ profiles by means
of the aggregation of the tweets that contain specific hashtags. Next section
2

The # symbol, called a hashtag, is used to mark keywords or topics in a
Tweet. It was created organically by Twitter users as a way to categorise messages.
https: // support. twitter. com/ articles/ 49309-using-hashtags-on-twitter#
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explain the details of the experiment.

3.4.1.

Problem definition

Starting by selecting a set of h hashtags (semantically distant enough), we
collected the 1, 500 more recent tweets that contain each hashtag from the Twitter API and preprocessed them following the steps in Section 3.2. The set of
hashtags selected for our study were #apple, #realmadrid, #palestine, #sephora,
#disease and #nba. Under the premise that one hashtag deals with one unique
topic, we ended with 6 different topics, being each one represented by a group
of tags together with their frequency of appearance (tag cloud). In order to
build fictitious users’ profiles, we merged the hashtags tag clouds into global tag
clouds. We ended with 5 different fictitious users that talked about 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 different topics respectively, being these #apple and #realmadrid for the
first profile, #apple, #realmadrid and #palestine for the second profile and so
one. Then, after calculating the semantic relatedness between their tags, we run
the aforementioned clustering algorithms varying their input parameters and the
threshold of relevance. Users’ extracted topics are then represented by those
clusters (whose weight be higher than the threshold) obtained when an unsupervised measure that considers both intra and inter cluster distances (the Silhouette
width [Rou87]) is maximised. Finally, instead of gathering feedback by an explicit contribution of users, we use the implicit classifying method used by Twitter
users to organise their tweets: hashtags. Next section briefly details the semantic
relatedness measure and the clustering algorithms used in our experiment. Then,
Section 3.4.3 describe the obtention of the topic-clusters when the parameters are
estimated by the maximisation of the Silhouette width. Finally, in Section 3.4.4
we take advantage of supervised measures (similarity between our fictitious users’
tag clouds and the tags in the resulting clusters) to validate the use of Silhouette
width as estimator.
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3.4.2.

Particularising the model to this scenario

Our mechanism of interest extraction starts obtaining tweets by means of
queries to the Twitter Rest API and the extraction of their relevant words by
only considering lexical units that refer to fixed entities with meaning. To this
aim, we used Stanford CoreNLP [MSB+ 14]. We filtered the text using POS
tagging and lemmatisation (which identifies each word lemma, or citation form),
only keeping nouns in their citation form. The resulting words conform the set
of input data points to the clustering algorithms.
Although hundreds of clustering algorithms have been proposed to date, we
selected three of them to put into practice our experiment: (i) a traditional
partitional clustering algorithm –Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM)–, (ii) other
partitional algorithm that, unlike PAM, does not need to indicate the number of
resulting clusters –Affinity Propagation (AP)– and (iii) a classical hierarchical
algorithm –Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA)–.
Any clustering algorithm requires to know the similarity between data points
which, in our case, is the semantic relatedness between the words to cluster.
To this aim, we used a measure based on the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia,
Wikipedia Link-based Measure (WLM), to asses this relatedness. See Section 3.2.3
for a detailed description of both the clustering algorithms and the semantic
relatedness measure.

3.4.3.

Parameters Estimation by Unsupervised Measures

Supervised measures are the best way to evaluate the performance of clustering algorithms in practical applications. Although in the case of our fictitious
users we previously know their topics of interest, for the main goal of our research
(extracting topics from users’ tweets) topics are not known in advance, but they
emerge from the clustering algorithm. For this reason, we resorted to Silhouette
width [Rou87], a clustering validation measure which indicates the strength of a
cluster or how well an element was clustered, to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms. The Silhouette width of a resulting cluster c, Silhc , is calculated by:
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,
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(3.14)

where ai is the average distance from the point i to all other points in i’s cluster,
and bi is the minimum average distance from point i to all points in another
cluster. We selected the variation of the Silhouette width (its average value
over the resulting clusters) with the variation of the parameters of input to the
algorithm (k, q), as the function to optimise, obtaining, on this way, the best
selection of clusters from the input data. Table 3.3 represents the maximum
values of Silhouette width obtained when different number of hashtags -different
users’ profiles- (from 2 to 6) are considered and the k -q- indexes in which these
values are reached.
algorithms
AP
|Hashtags| Silh(q) q
2
0.110 0.9
3
0.120 0.9
4
0.120 0.9
5
0.094 0.9
6
0.097 0.8

PAM
Silh(k) k
0.133 45
0.129 73
0.123 74
0.102 86
0.106 101

UPGMA
Silh(k) k
0.152 64
0.197 81
0.189 96
0.161 115
0.141 165

Table 3.3: Maximum values of Silhouette width.

Resulting values clearly show a correlation between the number of hashtags
considered (identified by topics in our case) and the input parameter k both
in PAM and UPGMA algorithms. This correlation is not appreciated in the
case of the input parameter q which controls the data points preferences in AP.
With respect to the maximum values of f (q) and f (k), this correlation is neither
observed. A comparison among the highest values of f (x) of the three algorithms
reveals that UPGMA is the one which produces the clusters with the highest
quality, following by PAM and, lastly, AP, which achieves the worst results.
Once fixed k -q- not every resulting cluster matches with one hashtag, but
the number of clusters is usually higher than the number of hashtags: there are
words not semantically-related or weakly-related with the words in the set, which
conform clusters with few words or even with only one. In order to discard nonrelevant clusters, we define the relevance of a cluster as the sum of the frequencies
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of its tags. So, a cluster will be discarded if its relevance is lower than a threshold
T hcontext , which we define as T hcontext = th ∗ wM AX , being wM AX the sum of
the frequency of the resulting cluster with the highest frequency and th an index
between 0 and 1. To estimate the optimal value of th we resort again to the
Silhouette width, but this time only considering the set of relevant clusters. Figure 3.6 shows the variation of the Silhouette width with the variation of th (i) for
the different clustering algorithms and (ii) different number of hashtags (topics).
Please, note that for higher values of th all clusters except one are discarded and
the Silhouette width cannot be obtained.

Clearly, the higher the threshold and, so that, less clusters are considered,
the higher the Silhouette width. But, this does not mean that we should discard
clusters whose weight is not very close to the highest weight. Results show that
the Silhouette value hardly varies with the increment of the threshold from 0.55
in UPGMA, 0.65 in AP and 0.7 in PAM, values that could be optimal for this
parameter.

3.4.4.

Evaluation Results by Supervised Measures

We take advantage of supervised measures, i.e. measures that consider external information about data –hashtags in our case–, to validate our topics extraction methodology and, specifically, the estimation of parameters by optimising
the Silhouette width. Under the premise that the tweets that contain the same
hashtag deal with the same topic, each one of the h tag clouds should correspond
with a resulting cluster. To this aim, we define the function f (k) (f (q)), which
represents the average of the similarity between each topic –hashtag– and its
nearest cluster, defining this similarity as the difference between (i) the sum of
the frequencies of the tags included both in the cluster and in the topic tag cloud
and (ii) the sum of the frequencies of those tags included in the cluster but not
in the topic tag cloud:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6: Silhouette width for different thresholds for (a) AP, (b) PAM and (c)
UPGMA.
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where x ∈ {q, k}, T Ci represents the tag cloud of the i-topic, Cj the tag cloud of
the j-cluster and wt is the frequency of appearance of the tag t in the topic tag
cloud. In view of Equation 3.15, the higher f (x), the higher the correspondence
between the clusters obtained and the h expected. So, the optimum value of the
parameters (k -or q in the case of AP-) is the one that maximises f (x). Table 3.4
represents the maximum values of f when different number of hashtags (from 2
to 6) -different users’ profiles- are considered and the k -q- indexes in which these
values are reached.
algorithms
|Hashtags|
2
3
4
5
6

f (q)
0.166
0.168
0.144
0.178
0.134

AP
q
0.85
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.85

PAM
f (k) k
0.242 5
0.241 17
0.194 23
0.204 27
0.141 80

UPGMA
f (k) k
0.394 5
0.240 39
0.201 43
0.198 95
0.160 153

Table 3.4: Maximum values of f(x).

In view of the results, the values of k and q when f (x) is maximum differ from
those obtained with the maximum of Silhouette width. However, as in the case of
the Silhouette, there is a correlation between the number of hashtags (topics) and
the k when f (x) is maximum, which also means a correlation between k when f
is maximum and k when the maximum of Silhouette width. A comparison among
the highest values of f (x) of the three algorithms reveals that AP is the one that
produces the clusters more dissimilar from the original tag clouds, whereas PAM
and UPGMA achieve similar results (except in the ends, where UPGMA behaves
better).
In order to validate the threshold which controls the relevance of a cluster,
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T hcontext , we proceed on the same way as when using unsupervised measures, but
using F-score instead of Silhouette width. Figure 3.7 shows the variation of the
F-score with the variation of th (i) for the different algorithms and (ii) different
number of hashtags (topics). Results reveal that the number of hashtags and the
value of the threshold for which the F-score is maximum are uncorrelated. Considering all the cases (results for different number of hashtags), the optimal value
of th in UPGMA is between 0.5 and 0.55, meanwhile its value is slightly higher,
approximately 0.6, in AP and 0.7 in PAM, values very close to those obtained
taking into account the Silhouette width (0.55, 0.65 and 0.7 respectively).
The estimation of the input parameters to the clustering algorithms and the
threshold that determines the relevance of a cluster, both using supervised and
unsupervised measures, reveal the existence of a correlation between the values
of k, q and th estimated in one case and other. Although the k parameters
that maximise f (k) and Silhouette width are different, the Pearson correlation
between these ks is very high (0.987). With respect to the clustering algorithms
(AP, PAM and UPGMA), results reveal that UPGMA reaches the highest values
both in f (k) and in Silhouette.

3.5.

Discussion

Two important issues have motivated this chapter: the importance of NLPanalysing user generated content in social media sites without any a priori categorisation of interests and the pursuit of a local strategy easily deployable and
extensible. We provided a solution for the inference and management of users’
social contexts that allows to personalise/socially-enhance services as in the case
of the Groupon scenario. A prototype of this scenario allowed us to conduct
a user study to validate the suitability of our proposal. The high concordance
between the ranking of deals of our participants and the one obtained with our
methodology, specially in their top positions, suggests the suitability of taking
into account users’ content spontaneously generated for this social publicity scenario. However, results when asking participants directly about their topics of
interests presented several incongruences, which suggests that users are not reliable when they are asked about broad questions regarding their interests. We also
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: F-scores for different thresholds for (a) AP, (b) PAM and (c) UPGMA.
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found that the bag of words representation allows to distinguish between interests
(contexts) that a priori, or using classification techniques, might be considered
equal, such as in the two different contexts identified in our first experiment:
“football” –amateur versus professional– and “politics in Spain” –from the view
of a common citizen versus the perspective of a politician–. Therefore, this higher
granularity in the representation of interests (contexts) implies higher flexibility
in the definition and use of interests than with traditional LDA-based approaches
( [HD10, ZYL+ 12, QAC12, DOMA12]).
In addition to our social publicity strategy, other services have already considered social media sites as advertising mediums; Facebook Ads[facb] and AdLemons[adL] are good examples of this. But, based on existing open publications,
we cannot assure that they consider users’ online life, that is, the topics that
users talk about, the content of the photos they share, etc. We can only assure
that the information that subscribers have consciously included in their profile is
being taken into account, but nothing is known about the spontaneous content
that they unconsciously generate and which emerges from their online life. However, our user study demonstrated that this unconsciously generated information
would be really useful for advertisers to accurately target potential customers.
Although from Facebook API –with users’ permissions– we get all data we
need for extracting interests using our methodology, the fact that (i) getting
participants willing to participate (for free) in a user study is an arduous task
and (ii) the number of queries to the API in a time is limited, makes Facebook not
be the best medium for a large scale study. However, the public –open– character
of Twitter allowed us to conduct this large scale study, even getting rid of usersrelated issues, to validate –and compare individual steps of– our methodology.
In fact, results from this study confirmed the suitability of using the Silhouette
width as criterium for selecting the input parameters to the clustering algorithms
and revealed that UPGMA is the best performing algorithm.
Finally, and despite being commonly referred to as social network, a huge
quantitative study of the entire Twittersphere [KLPM10] revealed the non-powerlaw distribution of followers, the short effective diameter in its follower-following
topology and the low reciprocity in links. These signs mark a deviation from
known characteristics of human social networks, and seem to point to a news
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media more than to a social network.

In the same line, Krishnamurthy et

al. [KGA08b] identify distinct classes of Twitter users and their behaviours:
mainly broadcasters (much larger number of followers than followees); acquaintances (reciprocity in followers-followees relation) and miscreants (much larger
number followees than followers). Besides Westman et al. [WF10] carried out a
genre analysis on Twitter to recognise the purpose and content of the communication, identifying five common genres in Twitter: Personal Updates, Directed
Dialogue, Real-time sharing, Business Broadcasting and Information Seeking.
These characteristics suggests that Twitter seems more suitable for obtaining
users’ interests but not interests specifically shared with their contacts (social
contexts), but with their audience as a whole. On the contrary, Huberman et
al. [HRW09] showed evidences of a hidden network underlying the declared set
of followees and followers, network that once known, may be used to identify
contacts with shared interests (social contexts).

3.6.

Summary

In support of the thesis that an intermediary model of the user constructed by
properly mining user generated content in social media can be exploited to create
or improve technological social applications, we have proposed and evaluated in
this chapter an algorithm to extract users’ interest from textual publications that
individuals freely post in social media sites. Our methodology, based on data
mining and natural language processing techniques, can be developed without
any a priori knowledge about the number and category of the interests. Also, the
fact that these interests are represented by bags of words allows to distinguish between interest that a priori could be considered equal and also might simplify the
personalise almost every application. We successfully evaluated this methodology
by means of (i) a user study on Facebook and (ii) taking advantage of Twitter
hashtags, the tool par excellence to mark keywords or topics in tweets. Results
from the former study showed that the consideration of the content spontaneously
generated by users allows to predict with great accuracy user-preferred deals, converting our proposal in a good strategy for social publicity. But this study has
also brought insights into how users are not reliable when they are asked about
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their interests. The latter, the study on Twitter that overtook the limitations
of unreliability of participants and lack of data of the former, revealed that (i)
a hierarchical clustering (UPGMA) is the best performing algorithm and (ii) the
suitability of using Silhouette width as criterium for selecting the input parameters to the clustering algorithms. Apart from to the social publicity scenario,
the knowledge of users’ interests could be beneficially applied to recommender
systems or social media dashboards, as detailed later in Chapter 5.
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4
A user-centred measure to compute tie
strength

In addition to express their interests, feelings and likes, social web technologies allow individuals to communicate with one another, developing social relationships.

Although social media treats everybody the same, not

all these relationships are created equal: we have from close friends to just
acquaintances, and the rest of relationships fall everywhere along this spectrum. Thanks to the widespread use of these technologies, there is much information available about social ties between individuals, and the study of
these embedded interaction social networks has been a recurring theme in research [GK09, WBS+ 09, BBK+ 11, KN09, XNR10, HRW09]. Although these
studies obtain with great accuracy the interaction network underlying one social site, to date, little research have focused on measuring the perception that
one user of several social media sites has about the strength of his relationships
with others.
61
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4.1. A model for user-centred tie strength calculation

As an essential part of our proposed model of social spheres, in this chapter we
present our user-centred measure of tie strength between two individuals. That
is, we describe our methodology to assess the closeness that one user perceives
of his relationship with other using evidences of their interaction activity in different online social sites –the tie strength between two users, u and v, from u’s
perspective–. We show how we validated our measure by means of a user study
on Facebook whose participants were asked to classify their contacts in groups
of closeness, and how our measure was used to predict the group in which each
contact was classified.
In relation to this thesis, our validation suggested that it is possible to measure
the strength of the tie between one individual and any other social web user with
great accuracy and with nothing else that his permission to retrieve evidences
of interaction in the online services in which he has an account. This fact may
be exploited to improve a great number of applications such as anti-spam e-mail
filtering and group recommendation as indicated latter in Chapter 5.

4.1.

A model for user-centred tie strength calculation

A key contribution of this dissertation is a model to build up users’ social
spheres using only interaction data retrieved from public APIs (with users’ permission). In order to build these spheres, in our previous chapter we have explored
the problem of extracting interest (social contexts) by applying NLP and clustering techniques to the data and metadata linked to users’ interactions in social
networks. Now, we describe our measure to assess the strength of the user’s ties
by using signs of interaction available from social sites APIs (private messages,
retweets, mentions,...). To this aim, and contrary to previous approaches, we take
into account different types of interaction, the time in which interactions occur,
the people involved in them and the frequency of the interactions with the rest
of the user’s contacts.
The majority of previous proposals in assessing tie strength from users’ data in
social sites (social networks, blogs, email, etc.) deal with inferring the interaction
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network that underlies the site. However, we are not interested in obtaining this
interaction network, but our proposal is centred around the user (henceforth, the
target user). Specifically, we aim to detect people with whom the target user
usually interacts through social sites. As users do not interact to each other on
the same way and with the same frequency, we develop a model to measure the
closeness that one user perceives about his relationship with other from their
interaction activity in online social sites (that is, the tie strength between two
users, u and v, from user u’s perspective). Consequently, this subjective point
of view surely causes that the tie strength from user v’s perspective is different,
resulting into an asymmetric tie strength. For instance, if user u often chats
with v but also with other users whereas v only chats with u, their tie from v’s
perspective will be stronger than from u’s one. Moreover, note that their tie
strength from u’s view (v’s view) will depend on, not only their interactions,
but also the interaction between u (v) and the rest of online users with whom
he interacts. So, although the level of relationship between them does not vary,
it is possible that the tie strength between them from the target user’s view is
different due to changes in the rest of relationships. For instance, in the previous
example, if u keeps his chatting patterns whereas v now chats with more friends,
their tie from v’s perspective will be weaker than in the previous situation.
Relationships are made of repetitive behaviours or reciprocal actions between
individuals when they present certain persistence [Nad57]. Bringing this to the
online world lead us to consider interactions between individuals as signs of the
existence of a relationship or tie between them, for which, henceforth, we are
going to refer them as tie signs. And, in order to compute the strength of this
relationship or tie strength we take into account these manifested interactions in
social media. As a result, our model provides indexes, with values from 0 to 1,
that represent, from the target user’s view, the tie strength with each one of the
individuals in his social sphere.

4.1.1.

Tie strength calculation

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the steps to obtain users’ social spheres, i.e.
computing the tie strength with their contacts, from evidences of interactions
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Figure 4.1: Inferring user’s social sphere
in social media sites. The process starts by monitoring users’ activity on these
sites making use of their public APIs, always with users’ permission. From this
monitoring process we get only users’ activity that implies any kind of interaction between them (tie signs). Tie signs are, for example, exchanging private
messages, being tagged in the same photo, attendance at the same event, etc. In
the next step, these tie signs are classified regarding to their type –nature– into
private, public, direct or indirect. Tie signs are classified into private or public
nature depending on whether they occur between close friends or between simple acquaintances; they are classified into direct or indirect nature depending on
whether they imply explicit communication or common interests. This classification is necessary since not all tie signs have the same impact in the strength of
the relationship. For instance, the fact that two users exchange a wall-post on
Facebook has more impact on their tie strength than, for example, the fact that
they belong to the same public group, since the former tends to occur between
close friends, whereas the latter may occur between simple acquaintances or even
strangers.
In order to represent the strength of a tie between two users u and v (from
u’s view), we define and index, tie strength index (denoted by Tu (v)), whose
value will be close to 0 for a weak tie and close to 1 for one strong. To obtain
this index, we need to (i) count the tie signs of each type between the user u
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and v and (ii) normalise these tie signs counts with respect to the counts of
the rest of u’s contacts. Then, the resulting values are combined by means of
a weighted addition, to obtain their tie strength index. The set of tie strength
indexes between u and all his contacts will finally conform u’s social sphere.
Mathematically:

T Su (v) =

Nk
X

αk · f (|Su|k (v)|)

(4.1)

k=1

where

PNk

k=1 αk

= 1, αk denotes the weight of the signs of the k-type in user’s

social sphere, Nk is the number of different tie signs types considered (4 in the
case of our proposed classification -public, private, direct, indirect-), Su|k (v) is the
set of tie signs of the k-type associated to the shared link between u and the user
v and f is a normalisation function:

f (x) =













0
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x̄2
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)
x̄2
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ln(

if

x̄2
xmax

x̄2
<x
xmax

(4.2)

being x and xmax the mean and maximum value, respectively. So, f (x) is close
to 1 if x > x, close to 0 if x < x and, finally, close to 0.5 if x ∼ x.

4.1.1.1.

Relevance and gradual forgetting

As life itself, tie strength should be a dynamic index reflecting that old interactions are progressively less important and, for that reason, should have less
relevance in the index calculation. Additionally, signs’ relevance vanishes as the
number of participants increase. For instance, being tagged together in a fivepeople photo should be more relevant than being tagged together in a twentypeople photo; at least, it may be assumed that in the first case the situation
entails more closeness. Given that signs’ relevance decreases (i) as times goes by
and (i) as the number of participants increase, we propose to adjust the weight
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of each specific interaction in the tie strength calculation applying the next decreasing functions to take into account the time in which the interaction occur
and the people involved in it:

d(µ, n) = e−µ·n

d(µ, t) = e−µ·t

(4.3)

where n is the number of participants in the signs and t is the time since the latest
updated of the sign. The parameter µ represents the strength of the slope, i.e.
the velocity to vanish signs’ relevance, taking the values µr|k for the participants
and µt|k for time. Note also that the respective slopes depend on the type or
nature of the sign (public, private, direct or indirect).

4.2.

Tie Signs in social media sites

Social media users interact to each other using the facilities that social sites
offer them. For instance, Facebook enables users to publish posts in their wall (or
in other users’ wall) or upload photos and/or tag them. However, on Twitter, for
example, the wall does not exist, but when a user wants to connect with other,
apart from using private messages, he can mention him in a tweet. Also, although
Twitter enables to upload pictures (stored in external servers), they seldom are
tagged. So, although different social sites provide their subscribers with different
technical features to interact, we may find similar interaction facilities among
them or, at least, used to the same purposes. Our model is aware of this, so that
it defines a classification of evidences of interaction –tie signs– by type that is
independent of the social site from which tie signs were retrieved.
In this section we provide examples of Facebook and Twitter features that we
consider evidences of interaction between users (tie signs) and their classification
into the four types considered in our model (public, private, direct and indirect).
We selected Facebook and Twitter to put into practice our model because they
are two of the most well-known and most used social sites and because they provide developers with public APIs to retrieve users’ data (with their permission).
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public

private

Wall-posts in friend’s wall

x

x

Private messages exchanged

x

x

Comments in friend’s objects

x

Comments in the same objects
Likes in friend’s objects

x
x

x

x
x

Likes in the same objects

x

Being tagged in the same photos or videos

x

x

Belonging to the same private group

x

x

Belonging to the same public group

x

Attending to the same private event

x

Attending to the same public event

x

x

Being subscribed to the same user

x

x

Being subscribed by the same user

x

x

x

x
x

Table 4.1: Tie signs classification on Facebook

However, although we only indicate evidences of relationship in Facebook and
Twitter, the classification proposed in our model, and consequently the proper
model, is general enough to be extrapolated to other social sites.

4.2.1.

Tie Signs: the Facebook case

Facebook provides its users with the typical interpersonal communication features, where the wall is its highlight. Subscribers use the wall to post photos,
videos, links and messages that may be enriched with any friends’ comment. Besides, mini-feeds provide detailed logs of each subscriber’s actions, so any friend
may see at a glance his evolution on Facebook over time. As in any social network, security is a key factor and Facebook allows their subscribers to personalise
the privacy settings to restrict access to the profile information, mini-feed, wall
posts, photos, comments, etc. (only to friends, friends-of-friends, lists of friends,
no one or all).
After a detailed analysis of Facebook features, how users interact and commu-
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nicate and the available data through its API, we have identified the interaction
signs whose classification by type is shown in Table 4.1. We include wall-posts
and private messages into direct category since they are interactions that take
place in a specific moment to communicate something between two or more users.
However, a user joins a group or attends an event, because he is interested in the
topic of the group or event, receiving information from other members of the
group or event in an indirect way. Analogously, relationships of subscription are
included into indirect communication. In addition, we also include “Likes” and
comments into direct category when the user u comments (likes) one user v’s object and into indirect category when both users comment (like) the same object.
Moreover, the fact that being tagged in the same photo or video is considered
an indirect sign since usually we do not know if they communicated during the
moment in which the photo was taken or the video was recorded.
We consider that wall-posts, private messages, the fact that being tagged in
the same photo or video, the membership to the same private group and the
attendance the same private event are included in users’ private range, whereas
comments, “Likes”, the membership to the same public group, the assistance the
same public event and relationships of subscription belong to users’ public range.
The reason is that the former tend to happen between closed friends while the
latter may also happen between users who are simply acquaintances.

4.2.2.

Tie Signs: the Twitter case

In the web-based microblogging service Twitter users can link to (“follow”)
others and see their tweets, but it is not necessary reciprocate (“be followed”). An
important feature of Twitter that users see when they log in is the home timeline,
a collected stream of Tweets posted by the user and the users he follows listed in
real-time order. By default and norm, users’ profile and tweet stream are public
but they may be privatised.
Twitter users, apart from posting indirect tweets, can post direct ones; i.e.
they can update with a text addressed to everyone or directly addressed to a
specific user in whose case the sign “@” followed by the username of this specific
user (@username) is included in the tweet. @username can also be used to refer
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indirect
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private

Mentions (replies)

x

x

Private messages exchanged

x

x

Retweets friend’s tweets

x

Retweets the same tweets
Marking as favorite friend’s tweets

x
x

x

x
x

Marking as favorite the same tweets

x

Taking part of the private same list

x

Taking part of the same public list

x

x

Sharing the same Hashtag

x

x

Common Followers

x

x

Common Followees

x

x

x
x

Table 4.2: Tie signs classification on Twitter

to someone. However, Honey and Herring [HH09] prove that the most common
use of “@” is to indicate addressivity (in more than 90% of the cases) followed
by the reference use (mentioning someone). Other important Twitter feature is
the use of “#” (hashtags) to mark keywords or topics in tweets, making tweets
classification easier. Furthermore, as in many social sites, private messages are
exchanged between users to share confidential information.
After a detailed analysis of Twitter features, how users interact and communicate and the available data through its API, we have identified the interaction
signs whose classification by type is shown in Table 4.2. We consider that mentions and private messages fall into direct category since they are interactions
that take place in a specific moment to communicate something between two
or more users, whereas the fact that users take part of the same lists, use the
same hashtags and follow common users (or are followed by the same users) are
included into indirect category, since they are related through common interests,
receiving information from the rest of users in the list, users who use the same
hashtag and users who follow/are followed in an indirect way. In addition, we
also include favorites and retweets into direct category when user u retweets a
user v’s tweet or when u tags v’s tweet as favorite whereas they belong to indirect
one when both u and v retweet the same tweet or tag it as favorite.
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Moreover, mentions, private messages and the fact that taking part of the
same private list fall into the private signs category, whereas retweets, favorites,
the fact that taking part of the same public list, using the same hashtag and
following relationships belong to public signs category. Mentions are included
into the private range because, although everybody may see the tweet in which
they are included, this is addressed to the Twitter user who is mentioned; whereas
retweets fall into public category because the user who posts the retweet wants to
share with everybody an interesting tweet of other user. We also include favorites
into public category since they are similar than retweets, in the sense that they
express the fact that the user likes the tweet. Finally, using the same hashtag
belongs to public type since hashtags are not private, but they can be used by
everyone.

4.3.

Validation

The evaluation of our model requires to have permission to access users’ data
and not all of them are willing to grant it. Nevertheless, we have developed
an application to (i) extract users interaction data on Facebook (with their permission) and, at the same time, (ii) asking users’ about their relationship with
others, which allowed us to validate our model of inference against the human
judgement. This section reports the experimental evaluation of our model to infer
the strength of the ties between social users using the aforementioned application. Remark that the contextual dimension of social spheres is included in the
previous chapter, and out of the scope of this evaluation.

4.3.1.

Problem definition

Our tests involved 22 (under)graduate students from the University of Vigo,
their friends and relatives. We ended up with a diverse audience, with disparate
demographic data and educational backgrounds, including nearly as many men
as women with ages ranging from 22 to 51 and with different use of Facebook:
from users that interact with their Facebook friends several times per day to
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those who only use Facebook features once per week or even less. We asked participants for (i) letting our application access their Facebook interaction data on
their behalf and (ii) classifying 30 of their Facebook friends (randomly selected)
into four different groups of closeness (from close friends to simply acquaintances)
in accordance with the perception that they have about their interaction level on
Facebook. We selected four groups of closeness to be in accordance with the different intimacy levels defined in Dunbar’s social brain hypothesis [Dun98] (support
clique, sympathy group, affinity group and active network ). The percentage (in
average) of participants’ friends included in these groups was of 38% in the lowest
closeness group, 26% in the next, 20% in the third group and 16% in the highest
closeness group. Please, note that the distribution does not corresponds exactly
with Dunbar’s hypothesis, since we only consider, for this study, (i) friends with
whom participants have interacted at least once in the last year and (ii) only
30 of their randomly selected friends. Besides, we asked them about how they
thought that others would assess the relationships (equal, better or worse than
them) –control question–.

4.3.2.

Fixing parameters for relevance and gradual forgetting

Once participants granted permission to our application, we retrieved their
tie signs (those indicated in Table 4.1 without, due to privacy issues, private
messages and secret groups) of the last year. We also calculated, applying the
steps indicated in Section 4.1.1, the tie strength index with each one of their
contacts. In order to fix the parameters that control the importance of the relevance (µr ) and the gradual forgetting (µt ) in the tie strength calculation, we took
advantage of the multinomial logistic regression. Specifically, starting from the
collected data, we predicted the groups of closeness in which each participant’s
friends would be included by a multinomial logistic model using (i) the groups
indicated by the participant as response and (ii) the tie strength values between
the participant and their randomly selected friends as predictors.
We conducted different predictions varying the parameters µr and µt involved
in the tie strength calculation in order to find their suitable value according to the
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human judgment. Please, note that µr goes from 0, when the tie signs relevance
is not taken into account, until µr = 0.35, when the importance of the sign drops
to half of its original value (1) if only two people are involved. In the case of
gradual forgetting the maximum value of µt considered is µt = 0.10, which means
that the importance of the sign drops to half of its original value when a week has
passed since the sign occurred. Figure 4.2 shows the percentage (in average) of
participants’ friends that were correctly classified by the predictor with respect
to the total number of friends to classify (30 in this case) for different values of
(i) importance of the signs relevance (µr ) and (ii) gradual forgetting (µt ).
The results show that, in general, the percentage of correct values predicted
is close to 60% in many of the cases. Specifically, when only the relevance of
the direct signs is taken into account, these percentage barely varies for different
values of µr , but variations are significant in the cases of public and indirect
signs. The reason is that usually in direct signs (such as the publication of
posts in friends’ walls) there are only two people involved in the interaction
(the participant and the friend). However, in the case of indirect signs (such
as the membership to a common group) there are more people involved in the
interaction, which allows to detect differences. With all of this, the suitable value
of µr that would increase the number of friends predicted correctly would be
around 0.16 and 0.19 for all the four types of signs, except in the case of private
signs, which would be a bit lower. Also, when considering gradual forgetting,
the percentages of participants’ friends correctly predicted vary with variations
in the parameter that controls the importance of the time in the interactions for
all the four types of signs. In this case, the lower values of µt are the ones that
get the highest percentage, which means that participants need, in average, long
time to forget the interactions with their friends. So, the optimum values of µt
would be around 0 and 0.01, except again for private signs, whose optimum value
would be around 0.02. With all of this, we fixed µr = 0.16 and µt = 0.01 as the
optimum values for all types of signs (except for private signs where µr = 0.12
and µt = 0.02) to be used in the next step of the evaluation.
On the other hand, the percentage of correct predictions is also suitable for
deciding the importance of the different types of tie signs (αk ) in the tie strength
calculation. In this case, when both relevance and gradual forgetting are taken
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Figure 4.2: Average of correct predictions using multinomial logistic regression
(%), by varying (a) the relevance (µr ) and (b) the gradual forgetting (µt ) parameters.
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into account, the type of tie sign with the worst results achieved is the private
one. When public signs are considered, the percentage of correct predictions is
one of the highest, both when relevance and time are taken into account. With
respect to direct signs, the correct predictions are the highest when gradual forgetting are considered, but their results are not as satisfactory when relevance is
taken into account. Finally, indirect signs achieve, in general, satisfactory results.
Taking these results as evidences of their predictive power, we fixed the weight
distribution among the different types of signs (αk ) with αd = 0.35, αi = 0.25,
αp = 0.30 and αs = 0.10 (for direct, indirect, public and private signs respectively). Please, note that not having taken into account private messages neither
private groups limited the number of private signs considered in the calculation.
Probably, if they had been used for calculation, their correlation with the human
judgement would have been higher.

4.3.3.

Experimental Results

Once fixed the values of the different parameters involved in the model, we
calculate the tie strength between participants and friends taking into account the
importance of both the number of people involved in the signs and the time since
they occurred. Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of tie strength values between
participants and their Facebook friends with respect to the groups in which participants included them. We observe that the median of the tie strength values
increases with the increment of the closeness indicated by human judgement. We
should remark that we have used the same value for µr and µt (and also for αk )
for all participants. However, we are strongly convinced that users appreciate
the effects of relevance and gradual forgetting in a different way. That is, a user
can consider that his relation with a friend does not vanish if they have been
more than a month without talking, but other user can consider that being a
month without talking is an evidence that their relation vanishes. So, we believe
that training the parameters independently for different users we have achieved
better results. However, as training the system for every user is not feasible in a
practical case we decided to consider a global model for this evaluation.
From Figure 4.3, we can also detect that, although the median values of tie
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Figure 4.3: Tie strength distribution in each group.

strength in each group are sufficiently separated from the median in the rest of
groups, there is overlap between the 25th and 75th percentile across consecutive
groups. This, together with the presence of outliers, explains that the percentage
of friends correctly predicted does not be as high as desirable.

Finally, the control question to detect the reliability of the users when they
are asked about their relationships on Facebook revealed that users are not as
reliable as expected. For instance, some participants indicated that others would
have assessed their relation with a given friend better than them when they had
assessed the relationship with the highest mark, including the given friend in the
group of most closeness. An examination of the interaction data revealed that
some participants included friends with whom they barely interact in the group
of most closeness.
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4.4.

Discussion

An essential part of our user-centred model to personalise applications is the
tie strength assessment between users from their interactions in social sites. Even
though this is not the only measure proposed with this aim (see Section 2.2 for a
review), it pretends to improve the previous ones (i) by taking into account key
aspects of the interactions such as type, timing and people involved in them, as
well as (ii) using only information available through public APIs of social sites
with users’ permission. Using data from as many social sites as possible avoids
loosing information in the tie strength calculation process, since users usually
relate through multiple social media platforms. In addition, it is possible that
they do not interact with their contacts in all of them or with the same frequency. Contrary to previous approaches that compute tie strength at a network
level [WBS+ 09, VMCG09, BBK+ 11], we provide a user-centred approach that
models the perception that one individual has of his relations with others, and
which is dependent of his relation with the rest of his contacts. Also, the perception of a tie between two individuals can, and surely, be different depending on
the view of whom is considered.
In order to validate and refine our model, we developed an application to extract users’ interaction data and know users’ opinion about their relationships on
Facebook. Following Dunbar’s social brain hypothesis [Dun98], we asked participants for classifying their Facebook contacts into four groups according to their
closeness, which we tried to predict by means of a multinomial logistic model.
Results revealed that taking into account time and relevance of the interactions
increases the number of friends that our predictor classifies correctly. With all of
this, the percentage of relationships correctly classified was not vey high (close
to 60%). One possible reason could be that, when users are asked about their
relationships with others, they are unable to separate their online from their offline relationships, indicating strong closeness with some users that they barely
interact on Facebook (but they often do in the real life) and weak with users that
interact a lot on Facebook but barely in the real life, which seems to be confirmed
by the control question used in the experiment. Moreover, although our participants were asked to classify a random sample of 30 contacts in the circles of
closeness extracted from those users that they have interacted with at least once
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during the previous year, most of users contacts did not fall into this category.
This is in keeping with the work in [WBS+ 09], where Wilson et al. point that, for
most of the Facebook users, the large majority of interactions occur only across
a small subset of their social links.
Finally, relationships between users may exists in some context but not in
others, depending on their interactions in the considered context. Consequently,
following White’s theory of Netdoms [Whi08] and considering interactions that
happen in each context separately, our model may provide different users’ social
spheres depending on the context considered. That is, apart from taking into
account the strength of their ties, taking into account the context of their lives
in which their interactions happen. At this respect, in our previous chapter
we have explored the problem of extracting users’ contexts by applying NLP
and clustering techniques to the data and metadata linked to users’ interactions
in social media sites. Measuring the similarity between textual content linked
to tie signs and the contexts of the user we would be able to classify tie signs
into contexts (similarly to how we did when classifying contacts into contexts in
Chapter 3). Thus, considering only the signs that belong to one context we could
finally calculate the tie strength indexes between the user and his contacts in the
given context needed to build the contextualised social sphere.

4.5.

Summary

In relation to the thesis that an intermediary model of the user constructed by
properly mining user generated content in social media can be exploited to create or improve technological social applications, we have proposed and evaluated
in this chapter an algorithm to measure the strength of the relationship (or tie
strength) between two individuals from evidences of their interactions in social
media sites. Although we only focused on evidences of relationship or tie in the
social network Facebook and the microblogging service Twitter, the algorithm
proposed here may be easily extended to other social media sites. In order to
evaluate the proposed measure, we designed and implemented a Facebook application to obtain users’ interaction data needed to our algorithm and to ask users
about their relationships with their contacts. Our validation against human judge
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revealed that (i) our measure produces an acceptable classification of individuals’
contacts into circles of closeness and (ii) our control question confirms that users
are not as reliable as expected when they are asked about their Facebook relationships. In terms of possible applications of these results, and specially of our
tie strength measure, services as recommender systems or e-mail readers might
be socially-enhanced. Besides, this tie strength measure in association with the
measure to extract social contexts explained in the previous chapter might be
used to personalise the rest of services described later in Section 5.5.

5
Applications and pilot experiences

Having detailed the data mining techniques used to build the social spheres,
both in terms of social contexts and tie strength, in this chapter we focus on their
practical applications. We describe how our social spheres model could be easily
implemented into an online service following the software-as-a-service paradigm.
This service would be in charge of building, managing and delivering the spheres
under request and always with users’ permission.
In addition to the social publicity application described in chapter 3 and
used to validate our methodology for interest extraction, other applications may
be socially-enhanced –personalised in a social context– taking into account our
social spheres model. In this chapter, we also analyse the possibility of using
the spheres into two socially-enhanced applications in charge of helping users (i)
gain attention and (ii) find trustable experts in social media. For the former, we
detail our experiment to study the relation between the diversity of topics talked
by users in their publications and the size of their audience. The discovery of
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such relation demonstrates the suitability of using social spheres –social contexts–
into an application that alerts users when they should diversify or specialise the
topics in their publication in order to increase their audience. For the latter,
and in order to overcome users’ isolation caused by their limited view of the
system –they are only aware of what happens in their social spheres– we detail
our social P2P proposal that takes advantage of social spheres –both in terms of
tie strength and contexts– to help people find appropriate information or services
more effectively. As these are not the only services to socially-enhance, we ended
the chapter discussing other applications that might be personalised using social
spheres.
In relation to our thesis, the results of this chapter show how our social spheres
model can be used to create and enhance existing social technological services.
Besides, the fact of implementing the social spheres model into a service that follows the software-as-a-service paradigm and provides support for other services
through a REST API increases the chances of being considered by other applications as the external tool for providing their users with satisfactory personalised
experiences and without detriment to privacy.

5.1.

Why using a social spheres service?

The main idea behind this dissertation is to provide a service-oriented solution for personalising applications using only user-generated content in social
media. To this aim, we envision a software component –as a service– that may be
easily encapsulated in a great variety of socially-enhanced services: those whose
behaviour is always aware of the user, and specifically, of his social component
(contacts, contexts –interests– and strength of the ties with them). This intermediary service, mySocialSphere in Figure 5.1, would work as a crawler with a
double goal: (1) monitoring users’ activity in online social sites to build their
social spheres in different contexts of their lives and (2) providing other services with these social spheres to improve their effectiveness, releasing them from
mining their users’ social data. One remarkable aspect of our social spheres is
that they are not restricted to contacts subscribed to the same online social site:
mySocialSphere handles relationships although their interactions only occur in
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one social web site. For instance, in Figure 5.1, the only common social site that
the user u and the user v use and in which they interact is Facebook and, even
so, mySocialSphere may detect properly their relationship and reflect it in their
social spheres.

Leadership
inference

Cloud storage
service

Social media
dashboard

Cloud storage
service
!"#$%&'(&%!)*'
Social media
dashboard

!"#$%&'(#)*+,+-

mySocialSphere
Service
recommender

contextualised
spheres

u

Social reminder
service

contextualised
spheres

u’s view
of the cloud

v

v’s view
of the cloud

users’ tie signs
users’ social spheres

Figure 5.1: mySocialSphere Service and other socially-enhanced services
Figure 5.1 also contains some service-oriented services or applications that
might be socially-enhanced or created using the social spheres provided by mySocialSphere. In this scenario, mySocialService gives users flexibility to change from
one service to other when both implement a concrete functionality. That is, a
user may use a social media dashboard (platforms used to manage users’ updates
in different social networks) today and tomorrow change to other without loosing
the benefits of applying social spheres to enhance the new social media dashboard’s work. Also, and although mySocialSphere is independent of the social
sites that monitors, some services, as for instance recommenders, may need, apart
from social spheres, other users’ data (profiles, historical rating, etc.) to properly
operate. However, others, as the aforementioned social media dashboards, work
properly knowing only the social spheres.
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Finally, special attention should be paid to privacy concerns. Many users
underestimate the risks and potential threads related to information privacy in
online social networks [Hug11], with adults tending to be more concerned than
either adolescents or young people. Although mySocialSphere may need specific
permissions to access private date –depending on the privacy configuration of the
social media site under consideration– users are expected to be willing to grant
them if socially-enhanced applications offer them a worthy added-value. Specially,
if we take into consideration that, as it was noticed by Tan et al. [TQKH12], privacy concerns do not seem to directly affect users’ acceptance of social networking
web sites.

5.2.

An architecture for Social Spheres

As mentioned, and with the aim of putting into practice our social spheres
model, we propose an intermediary service, mySocialSphere in Figure 5.2, that
provides two main functionalities for a specific user u: the construction of his
social spheres –and contexts– from user generated content gathered from social
media and the provision of these spheres to other services in order to be sociallyenhanced or personalised. Below, we indicate some feasible technological solutions
to each functionality, although we should keep in mind that other technologies
might also be suitable.
Regarding the construction of u’s social spheres, mySocialSphere would monitor users’ activity in the Social Web (online social networks, blogs, wikis, etc.)
and, following the model described in Section 1.1, update u’s ties, their strengths
and social contexts. Contrary to what it may seem, we do not aim to turn
mySocialSphere into a social network with control over users’ data. We strongly
believe that users are the only owners of their data and should be able to store
their spheres and contexts in wherever place they trust. For this trustable scenario to be possible, mySocialSphere could work with a XML file located in any
storage service selected by the user, provided that this storage service implements
an API to access user’s files on his behalf such as Dropbox [dro] and many others
do. On this way, we would work with pre-constructed social spheres-contexts
(XML files) transparently to users, but with their permission.
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Figure 5.2: mySocialSphere Service
As second task, mySocialSphere would be in charge of providing social spheres
to other services as long as they have users’ permission. mySocialShere, implemented as a RESTFul service, would provide support for other services through an
API. Also, to authorise third-party applications –the so-called socially-enhanced
services– to access users’ social spheres/contexts on their behalf, mySocialSphere
could use the open protocol OAuth ([Ham10]). OAuth, the protocol behind the
most popular social sites (Facebook, Twitter, Google sites, LinkedIn, et.), provides a method for clients to access server resources on behalf of a resource owner
such as a different client or an end-user. It also provides a process for end-users
to authorise third-party access to their server resources without sharing their credentials –typically, a username and password pair–, using user-agent redirections.
Putting aside the details of the architecture, we have also carried out two pilot
experiences to show the suitability of our proposal to develop socially-enhanced
services. Specifically, we have used a basic implementation of mySocialSphere
in both (i) a service in charge of maximising the attention that users receive in
social media by letting them know when they should modify the diversity of topics
talked in their conversations and (ii) other service with the capability of finding
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trustable experts in social media taking into account users’ partial view of the
whole Web. Apart from detailing how these services work and the experiments
conducted to show their efficiency, we ended the chapter discussing other services
that might be socially-enhanced using social spheres.

5.3.

Application 1: Gaining attention in social
media

Social media has turned users into producers of information and, therefore,
into competitors for attention. This has also brought individuals the need of
managing their online image, applying different methods for generating a distinguished presence on the Web. Although the concept of online image management [MMS06] is relatively recent, the self-presentation and impression management [Gof59] concepts have been studied for decades. These sociological theories
state that individuals attempt to influence the perception that others have of
them by adapting their behaviour to their audience. In face-to-face situations,
the knowledge of our actual audience makes us adapt our behaviour, but in the
Social Web, our actual audience is unknown and must be envisioned. In addition,
social media allows to reach many more individuals than in traditional face-toface situations, increasing considerably their potential audience and making even
impossible to determine its real size. In this scenario, the imagined audience
plays a key role in deciding what content (ideas, news, opinions,...) is going to
be published. So, factors as self-censorship and adaptation of content to an audience previously envisioned [MB11] influence the writing and posting of messages
or any other kind of content in social media.
Given these circumstances, users’ publications in social media are both influenced by (i) how they imagine their audience and (ii) their wishes of gaining
attention –or being more popular by increasing their audience–. Although we
are unable to alter their perception of their audience, we might still do something to help them get attention and gain popularity. To this aim, and using the
methodology for extracting social contexts from user generated content explained
in Chapter 3, we conducted an experiment to study the relation between the di-
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versity of topics talked by users in their publications and the size of their audience
–friends, followers, contacts, etc.–. That is, if users deal with few topics when
their potential audience is small or, on the contrary, when they have a large audience, and vice versa. On this way, if we could demonstrate the existence of such
relation, we might make use of these results in an application that alerts users
when they should diversify or specialise the topics in their publication in order
to increase their audience. Although more analyses are needed, specially those
related with dynamic variations of audience size driven by changes in the topic
diversity, preliminary results seem to confirm the viability of such application.

5.3.1.

Experiment

We selected the microblogging service Twitter as the social site in which to
carry out the experiment. Since the vast majority of Twitter accounts are public
and consequently the majority of tweets can be viewed by anyone, the potential
audience of a tweet is unlimited. However, its actual audience is composed by
only some of the followers of the publisher (followed user), being even different
from the audience that he envisions. In addition, Twitter users do not select
their audience, but their audience is who selects them in some discovery process
related with the content and topics that they address. For this study, we consider
that the potential audience of a user u is made of his followers, i.e. those Twitter
users that have established a unidirectional link with him, since u’s tweets will
be shown into his followers’ respective Twitter homepages. Although the rest
of Twitter users can also read u’s tweets by accessing his profile page or by the
Twitter searching tool, we assume that, if user v often visits user u’s profile or
reads his tweets, v will become u’s follower before or after. Below, we detail the
experiment and the results achieved.

5.3.2.

Dataset

We used the Twitter dataset of Li et al. [LWD+ 12] obtained by crawling
Twitter in May 2011. This dataset contains information about 139, 180 users
including, for each one, at most 600 tweets and his social network (friends and
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Figure 5.3: CCDF of (a) # of friends/followers and (b) # of tweets per user.

followers). The distribution of potential audiences in this dataset, i.e. the number
of users’ followers, is similar to the one in Twitter in which up to 7 different orders
of magnitude are present. Also, half of the users in the dataset have less than
103 followers and the 96% have less than 104 , making that the huge amount of
users be ordinary users and the presence of users with more than 106 followers
(celebrities) be 34. We sampled this dataset to obtain a representative set of
users in terms of number of followers. We define six different groups according
to the order of magnitude of their audience: users with less than 100, users with
more than 100 and less than 103 and so on until finally users with more than 106
followers, resulting in 2, 042 users in the first group, 76, 652 in the second, 54, 571
in the third, 4, 501 in the forth, 222 in the fifth and 34 in the group of users with
more than 106 followers. Given that the minimum number of users in a group is
34, we randomly selected 34 users per group, ending with a total of 204 users.
Figure 5.3a contains the CCDF of the number of followers/friends per user in the
sampled dataset (note that, because of the sampling, the distribution of followers
in our sample does not correspond with the one in the whole Twitter [KLPM10]).
Figure 5.3b shows the distribution of the number of tweets per user in this final
sample, where around 80% of the users have between 400 and 600 tweets.
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Particularising the social contexts extraction to this
scenario

The mechanism of topics extraction explained in Section 3.2 starts obtaining
relevant words from users’ tweets by only considering lexical units that refer to
fixed entities with meaning. We used Stanford CoreNLP [MSB+ 14] to filter the
text by using POS tagging (which identifies each word part-of-speech category
-Noun, Verb, etc.-) and lemmatisation (which identifies each word lemma), only
keeping nouns in their citation form. Once obtained users’ tag clouds, the semantic relatedness between tags necessary for obtaining users’ personomy was
calculated as the weighted sum of two different measures: the one based on an
external source of background knowledge and the other on the personal knowledge of the user. The former is Wikipedia Link-based Measure (WLM) [WM08],
the semantic relatedness measure based on the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia.
A description of this measure can be found in Section 3.2.3. The latter takes into
account the intentionality of the user when used the term. That is, the intrinsic relation that they acquire for being used together (in the same conversation,
same tweet,...). With the aim of keeping the sense that the user gave to terms,
this personal knowledge based measure sru (a, b) states that two terms a and b
are related for the user u if they appear together in, at least, one tweet t of u.
Otherwise, there is no relation between them:
sru (a, b) =

(

1

if a, b ∈ t

0

if a, b ∈
/t

(5.1)

Given the good results obtained with the hierarchical clustering in the closely
related study described in Section 3.4, we opted again for the UPGMA, a hierarchical and agglomerative clustering algorithm that yields a dendrogram that
can be cut at a chosen height to produce the desired number of clusters (see
Section 3.2.3 for a complete description). In order to select the number of
resulting clusters, i.e. identify individual branches of the cluster tree, we used
a tree cutting method that detects clusters in a dendrogram based on its shape:
Dynamic Tree Cut [LZH08]. This algorithm is based on an iterative process of
cluster decomposition and combination that stops when the number of clusters
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Table 5.1: Users’ topics (clusters) parameters
# of clusters
# of representative clusters
Silhouette width
# of tags per cluster (without r.)
# of tags per cluster (with r.)

average

std. dev.

55.20
28.59
0.148
7.07
22.21

25.34
11.71
0.03
1.37
27.91

becomes stable. After obtaining a few large clusters by the fixed height branch
cut method, the joining heights of each cluster are analysed for a sub-cluster
structure. Clusters with this sub-cluster structure are recursively split and, to
avoid over-splitting, very small clusters are joined to their neighbouring major
clusters. See [LZH08] for a description.

5.3.3.1.

Resulting clusters

As a result of applying the topics extraction methodology over the tweets of
each user in the sampled dataset, a set of representative clusters of tags emerged,
each one representing one of his topics of interest. However, not all the clusters are
representative of a topic, but we considered that, for a cluster to be representative,
its Silhouette width [Rou87] must be positive. That is, a cluster c represents a
topic when the average dissimilarity (distance) from the point i (member of c)
to all other points in c is lower than the lowest average dissimilarity (distance)
from point i to all points in any other cluster different than c. The distribution of
some parameters of the resulting clusters-topics are shown in Figure 5.4, whereas
the average and standard deviation (std. dev.) of these parameters are provided
in Table 5.1.
As viewed in Table 5.1, the average number of resulting clusters, 55.20, is
higher than expected. However, the quality of many of these clusters is not
good enough to be considered representative and, after keeping only clusters
with positive Silhouette width, their number decreases drastically until 28.59.
This methodology still produces a large number of topics per user which, together
with the high standard deviation, lead us to clearly appreciate differences in the
diversity of topics dealt by some users and others. With respect to the distribution
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of the number of representative clusters among users (Figure 5.4(a)), half of users
have less than 30 clusters and users with more than 40 clusters are less than 15%
of the total. In order to prove the significance of our findings, we calculated the
Pearson correlation between the number of representative clusters per user and
his number of tweets in the sample, obtaining that they are scarcely correlated
(Pearson coefficient = 0.19).
Apart from the number of clusters (topics), the distance between clusters
(both intra and inter cluster) is relevant to characterise users’ topic diversity
since the closer the clusters, the less diverse the topics. At this respect, the
average of the Silhouette width (in average for all the clusters of the user) is
0.148 with a standard deviation of 0.03. With respect to the distribution among
users, the average Silhouette width ranges from 0 (keep in mind that only clusters
with positive Silhouette width are considered) to 0.26. However, the majority of
the users (around 80%) have an index between 0.08 and 0.18 (Figure 5.4(b)),
which means that there are not huge differences between users according to the
distance among their clusters.
The size of the clusters is also relevant when talking about diversity, since it
indicates the relative importance of the topic for the user with respect to the rest
of topics treated by him. Figure 5.4(c) shows that almost all users have clusters
of, in average, less than 50 terms and the users with less tags per cluster have,
in average, 7. But when no repetition of terms is taken into account (without
repetitions in the figure), the differences among users with respect to the average
of terms per cluster are drastically reduced, since almost all users have clusters
with, in average, between 5 and 10 different terms. This is also observed in
Table 5.1 and specifically in the difference between the standard deviations when
taking into account tags repetition in clusters (with r.) and not (without r.).

5.3.4.

Relating content diversity with audience size

We define the potential audience of a user as the set of Twitter users that
follow him and his topics as the clusters of terms resulting from applying the
methodology explained in Section 5.3.3. We calculated the Pearson correlation
coefficient between the number of representative clusters (topics) and number of
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Figure 5.4: CCDF of (a) # of clusters, (b) Silhouette width and (c) # of tags
per cluster for all users in the dataset.
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followers for all the users in our dataset. As the number of followers involves
different orders of magnitude, we calculated this correlation between the number
of clusters and the logarithm of the number of followers, obtaining a value of
0.218. This positive correlation means that users with many followers tend to
have higher topic diversity than users with less followers. But, the increment of
topic diversity is not fixed with the increment of the number of followers.
In order to put aside the influence of the accurate values of number of followers,
we opt by an analysis per groups. We group users’ according to the order of
magnitude of their number of followers, starting in 100 followers. Figure 5.5 (a)
shows the boxplots of the number of topics dealt by the users in each group. In
view of the results, users with more than 106 followers (celebrities) clearly have a
higher diversity of topics than the rest of users in the dataset (34.06 on average,
versus the 31.44 in the case of users with between 104 and 105 followers or even
less than 30 topics of users with less than 104 followers).
Although grouping users according to the order of magnitude of their number
of followers seems a suitable classification, from Twitter’s view classifying users
into celebrities and ordinary users makes much more sense. As the limit for being
considered a celebrity according to followers is not clear, we did a new classification of users into three different groups: users with less than 104 (ordinary users),
users with between 104 and 106 and users with more than 106 followers (celebrities). Results in Figure 5.5 (b) show that, in average, the number of clusters
(topic diversity) is different for the different groups, being the lowest in the case
of users with less than 104 followers (26.08) and the highest in the case of users
with more than 106 followers (34.06). With all of this, what is clear is that the
higher the audience, the higher the topic diversity.
Finally, the boxplots of the distance between clusters –Silhouette width– and
the number of terms (tags) per cluster, are provided in Figures 5.5(c) and 5.5(d)
respectively. Although the average of Silhouette width is similar for the users in
the different groups (around 0.15), the variance is higher in the case of ordinary
users than in the case of celebrities, being 1.26 × 10−3 for ordinary users and
6.85 × 10−4 for celebrities. With respect to the number of tags per cluster, Figure 5.5 (d) shows that the average of tags per cluster is similar for all the users,
but the variance is higher in the case of ordinary users than when the users are
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celebrities. This is in consonance with the results obtained in terms of number
of clusters since, when considering approximately the same number of tweets per
user, ordinary users tend to talk about less topics and much, since celebrities talk
about more diverse topics but with lower intensity.

5.3.5.

Final remarks

The experiment showed that ordinary users talk about less topics, but with
more intensity, than celebrities. This confirms that users’ behaviour is affected by
their audience as expected from the theories of self-presentation and impression
management [Gof59]. It could seem that users with a large amount of followers
(celebrities) tended to minimise their content diversity, dealing only with those
topics that have made them famous (sportsmen about their own sport, politicians
about their own party, actors about their movies, etc.). However, as Marwick
and Boyd claimed [MB11] other factors come into play when celebrities post
tweets. Apart from tweeting about their own interests and likes, celebrities make
efforts to discover the interests of their followers to tweet accordingly and also
to satisfy their sponsors promoting their products by sponsored tweets. They
are unconsciously forced to keep the balance between keeping their authenticity,
keeping their followers and keeping their sponsors’ support, which would explain
the inevitably increment of the content diversity of their tweets with respect to
ordinary users.

5.4.

Application 2: Finding trustable experts in
social media

The application proposed in the previous section helps users gain attention in
social media by presenting relevant and useful content to their contacts -followers. In such application, contacts are considered passive subjects, restricting their
consumption to only those pieces that people they follow chosen for them. However, these contacts often need to find information or advice that goes beyond
these previously selected content. On the real world people typically ask their
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Figure 5.6: The scenario for finding experts in the social P2P network
friends, colleges, relatives, etc. for advice when plan to purchase a new item.
Translating this into the online world, and given that our social spheres model
contains information about the contacts and interests –or knowledge– of the users,
it seems suitable to take advantage of these social spheres to assist users to find
–in opposition to consume– trustable and useful information.
In this online scenario, it is common for individuals not to have any contact
expert in the topic –item– on which they are seeking advice. However, these
contacts may have some other contact that could advice the former. And this is
the basis of the second socially-enhanced service that we propose in this chapter:
an application that takes advantage of users’ social spheres –contexts– to find
trustable experts in social media that can provide them with useful information.
Such application is based on a social P2P protocol that allows individuals to
reach the knowledge residing in other peers by following the ties or links in their
social spheres.

5.4.1.

Application overview

Our social P2P approach for knowledge dissemination, retrieving, etc. relies
on social spheres and social contexts of individuals to establish the peers architecture. According to the scenario we introduce in Figure 5.6, the user u owns
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his social sphere, which models his online life –his contacts and strength of the
relation with them– and social contexts, that model his interests or knowledge
–topics in which he is considered expert for our application– manifested in social
media. This information, spheres and contexts, are local to the user and is allowed to only share them with other users inside his spheres –his social contacts–.
And, whenever he needs to access to knowledge outside his sphere, he takes advantage of this contacts. That is, we see contacts as social peers and, as other
social P2P approaches, we build an overlay network based on the peers’ social
characteristics, respecting their privacy.
Under these premises, the user u firstly tries to find an expert on a specific
matter, and so raise the query message to his social peers, which is automatically
routed on the overly network until the experts is found. We define an expert
on a given topic as someone who talks about this matter and, consequently,
is interested on it. Therefore, an expert is a key person because he probably
knows the answer of questions related to the topics in his knowledge or because
he knows someone who can give them to us. After that, u raises the question
to the expert. Although it may be possible a direct contact between them, we
provide a mechanism based on a chain of intermediate peers who participate in
propagating the questions to the expert, with the aim of guarantying that all the
communications take place between two peers that share, at least, a link in one
social network site and so, ensuring the communication is possible. In order to
reach this scenario, our proposal takes advantage of the social spheres introduced
in this dissertation to design a routing algorithm (Section 5.4.2) to locate experts
and supplementary mechanisms to articulate the return information about the
expert and the posterior formulation of the query (Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1.1.

Users’ local knowledge

Users have a biased and egocentric vision of the online world –the Web–, and
consequently of the social network structure. As indicated, this perspective is
focused on (i) the colleagues with whom the user interacts (ties that conform
his social sphere) and (ii) the subjects about they talk (social contexts) and in
which they are supposed to be experts. With this information the knowledge
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Figure 5.7: u’s information for the distributed search
about each one of his colleges v that the user locally maintains is composed by a
set of 3-tuples: {v, T Su (v), P KSu (v)}, where T Su (v) represent their tie strength
(Section 4.1) and P KSu (v) is the v’s personal knowledge summary, i.e. the
subjects or themes in which v shows a certain kind of expertise. u knows the
topics in which v is an expert from the content of their interactions in social
media sites, i.e., from the set of u’s social contexts in which v is involved, cu|v
(Section 3.1). With the aim of efficiently storing information about the peers to
route a query, we propose that u stores only a brief summary of the knowledge
of his peers v. So, P KSu (v) is obtained by considering the three tags with the
highest multiplicity in cu|v .

5.4.2.

The search algorithm

The search starts by user u asking a specific query in natural language, for
instance, “Which is the dog vaccination schedule?”, which is processed by using
a natural language processor such as Stanford CoreNLP [MSB+ 14] to extract a
set of relevant tags: a query tag cloud, denoted QT C, that constitutes the starting point of the search. Since we have defined a user-centred knowledge model,
each user maintains his own information coming from two different sources (Figure 5.7): (i) his own social sphere and social contexts, and (ii) a cache table
keeping the information about experts out of his sphere (second table in Figure 5.7), as consequence of the P2P search algorithm. u’s contacts table, stores
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the description, location information and tie strength of each user v to whom u
is related in any social media site. u’s cache table stores information about each
expert that u has found as result of the execution of the P2P search algorithm:
his location information, the tag cloud of the queries on which is supposed to be
expert –QueryExpertise–, and a list of the colleagues in the u’s social sphere
through whom the expert was located.
Once the query is formulated and processed, the search algorithm tries to find
at least one expert among the peers user u knows (tables in Figure 5.7). If this
attempt fails, the query is forwarded to other peers to find this information out
of u’s scope. Finally, whenever a user v has a set of experts for the target query,
he returns this information to the user u, so he can address the question directly
or indirectly to one of them.
Peers ranking. In order to find those peers in u’s peer set (social knowledge and cache table) whose expertise is close to the target matter, the algorithm
firstly computes a peers ranking: (i) by comparing the query tag cloud (QT C)
to the personal knowledge summary (P KSu (v)) of each colleague v in u’s social
knowledge and (ii) by comparing the QT C to the QueryExpertise of each expert in the cache table. For the comparison, we propose a similarity measure
between two elements ei and ej (which might be any tag cloud previously described: P KSu (v), QT C or QueryExpertise). This comparison not only takes
into account direct tag matching but also relations between tags in a folksonomy.
This folksonomy-based similarity F olkSim(ei , ej ) takes into account those terms
that, despite not being included in both tag clouds, are related in the folksonomy:

X

w( tk , ei ).max{w(tl , ej )).rkl |∀tl ∈ T C(el )}

tk ∈T C(ei )

F olkSim(ei , ej ) = s X

tk ∈T C(ei )

w(2tk , ei )

s X

.
2

max {w(tl , ej ).rkl |∀tl ∈ T C(el )}

tl ∈T C(ej )

(5.2)

This folksonomy-based similarity does not average the weights of the same
tags in both tag clouds, but the more relevant paths in the folksonomy between
the tag tk in the tag cloud of ei and the tag tl in the tag cloud of ej . Therefore,
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we select the maximal value of {w(tk , e).rkl }, being rkl the relationship of tk and
tl in the folksonomy. We also use a semantic relatedness measure between tags
to obtain the relations in the folksonomy.
Forwarding the query. Having the peers ranked according to QT C, the
algorithm stops if there are users whose comparison results are higher than an
established threshold T hpks . Otherwise, u forwards the query (together with the
time-to-live, T T L, and the u’s URI) to a subset of his peers (see Figure 5.7),
which is selected according to the following 3 criteria:

1. All those peers having comparison values higher than T happroxp ks . Thus,
they are not experts in the query, but their knowledge is close enough to
the required one. So, they constitute a target group of peers who talk about
related topics to the query.
2. Those peers in u’s social sphere having the highest tie strength indexes;
under the premise that the more active a user is, the more possibilities of
finding an expert among his peers.
3. A set of randomly selected peers in the u’s social sphere having low tie
strength indexes; with the aim of broadening the search and increase the
possibility of finding experts out of the u’s social range of action.

So, the whole procedure is as follows. Whenever a peer v receives the query
message starts checking if himself is an expert and, if so, the search ends (like
w2 in Figure 5.7). Otherwise, v checks the degree of expertise of his peers (table cache and social sphere) on the query’s subject by calculating the similarity
between P KSu (v) (QueryExpertise) and the QT C, using Equation 5.2. if this
comparison results on a set of peers having a higher value than the established
threshold T hpks then the search ends because a list of experts has been found
(like v2 in Figure 5.7). If the comparison does not succeed, v forwards the query
according to the previous criteria replacing in the query message the u’s URI by
his own identification (URI) until the query TTL expires (like v1 in Figure 5.7).
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After finding the expert

Once the routing algorithm has been explained, the process is completed with
mechanisms to (i) propagate back experts’ location, (ii) update information stored
by the peers and (ii) formulate the question to the selected experts by using some
publishing mechanisms in social media sites.
Answer propagation throughout the peers network. Once a peer v has
a list of potential experts to return (himself or a subset of their peers in his social
sphere or his table cache), the answer message is created, including the following
information: the QT C, the set of URIs of the potential experts, and the v’s URI
(like v2 in Figure 5.7). This message is propagated throughout the peers network
following the same path that the query has done, but in the other way round. So,
the answer message is always sent to the colleague who forwarded the query to v,
who replaces the v’s URI by his own URI (like v1 in Figure 5.7) and proceeds in
the same way starting a chain that ends with the user who forwarded the query
in the first place: user u. Therefore, u has the list of potential experts and now
he is ready to make the question.
Updating both social spheres and table caches. Information in cache
table is updated each time a user v receives a list of potential experts from any
colleague in his social sphere: he checks one by one if the experts are already in
his cache table or not and updates the data, i.e. the query on which the peer
is supposed to be expert, his location information and the colleague who sent
the information. Finally, and with the aim of maintaining a reasonable cache
table size, we introduce a forgetting mechanism to remove those entries that have
not been used for a long time. Data in social spheres is also updated using the
answer propagation mechanism: whenever a user v sends a response message to
one of his colleagues, he also sends his updated personal knowledge summary, a
summary of his social contexts.
Formulating the question to the experts. The whole procedure ends by
user u asking the query, or any other question about a related issue, to one or
more of the experts he has located. We have two main issues here: (i) how u
selects the most appropriate expert to ask the question and (ii) how the question
is sent to the expert. Regarding the former, having a list of experts to address
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the questions, user u has the opportunity of selecting a specific subset. Although
in the current solution, the question is sent to all of them, we are working in
incorporating some mechanism of reputation management that can aid the user in
selecting the expert. Regarding formulating the question, there are two different
ways to proceed. User u might contact directly with the expert by using one of the
mechanism supported by a social network site or by using other communication
strategies (e-mail, phone, etc.). Although this solution is efficient, it may not be
the most adequate: (i) because u is trying to contact to a total stranger who
could be reluctant to give him an answer and (ii) because some social media
sites do not allow direct communication with users out of our social circles. The
other option is propagating the specific queries or questions throughout the overly
peers network using the same peers-path used to locate the expert, by in the other
way round. This is the reason why we propose to store the information about
the colleagues who have forwarded the query message. Using this solution, we
avoid the two aforementioned problems of communication in the social media site
and/or cooperation from the expert.

5.4.4.

Pilot experience and final remarks

In order to validate our proposal, we deployed a Facebook application that
improves the functionality of Facebook Questions [Facd] letting users get recommendations from his friends and other people. Our application SQ (Smart
Questions) allows users to make a question and automatically routes it according
to the relevant tags in the question and the personal knowledge and tie strength of
social peers according to the routing scheme previously described. With this aim,
the application asks users for their permission to use the service mySocialSphere
on their behalf, and posts the question to the wall of the social peers selected by
the routing algorithm. We recruit (under)graduate students from the University
of Vigo to use the application and give feedback about the perceived utility of
the responses and the willingness to rely on a response to take some decision.
We compare the students’ scores in Facebook Questions with the ones in our
application case. The perceived utility of the responses improves twice in the case
of SQ, although the number of responses is approximately 1/3 less in the SQ case.
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Unfortunately, the second parameter (willingness to rely on the response) worsens
when the expert is outside the social sphere of the user. As we developed the
trials with Facebook, we can say that students were reluctant to take decisions
according to the expert’s response when the expert is neither a “friend” nor a
“friend of a friend”. This observation poses the need to incorporate some form
of reputation management in our proposal. Besides, students have expressed a
significative disappointment with the fact that some selected experts take some
days to give a response in the Facebook wall. In some cases, the response is
decreasingly useful when times go.
In conclusion, our social P2P approach to finding experts is based on the idea
that people build social relationships with each other and these relationships may
help people find appropriate information or services more effectively. Using the
peers’ knowledge and social spheres we can define a dynamic overlay networks
adapted on the fly to the requested matter. Besides, and because of the random
factor in the peers selection, other problems like deadlocks or endogamy issues
are avoided.

5.5.

Discussion

This chapter helps to fill the gap between the theoretical explanation of our
model of social spheres and a feasible practical implementation of such service into
an intermediary online service; as well as shows the benefits of using such service
in socially-enhance technological social applications. The services for helping
users gain attention and find trustable experts in social media are only some of
the services that can be socially-enhanced using our social spheres model. Below,
we include other services or applications that have been, or might be, personalised
using these spheres. In order to organise the presentation of these services, we
classify them according to the data flows that we can identify in the Web: (i) the
access to content (consumption), (ii) the production of content (sharing) and (ii)
the organisation of contacts in the Web (contacts management).
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Consuming resources

The massive availability of services in the Web poses challenges and opportunities comparable to those of the massive availability of information on the
Internet. To this aim, software solutions arise to assist users in finding services to
satisfy their specific needs, interests, etc. Some of these are, for instance, those
related with recommendation, social marketing or attention management.
Recommendation. Collaborative filtering, as the most successful approach
to recommender systems ([Bur02, MLdlR, AT05]), is based on the premise that
users who have historically had similar interests will probably continue having
them into the present. An important issue in these systems is finding a set of
users, known as neighbourhood, that have a history of agreeing with the target
user (having rated services similarly, tending to use similar services, etc.). Several authors, like O’Donovan and Smyth [OS05], have improved neighbourhood
formation by taking into account, apart from similarity between profiles, social
influence or trust between users. As in real life, when we look for a piece of advice
(on health, commerce, learning, etc.) we often turn to our friends, on the basis of
our implicit trust in them. In the case of collaborative filtering systems, knowing
tie strength of the neighbourhood would improve the effectiveness of the recommendation. Furthermore, the contextualised social spheres could be useful when
the scope of the items to recommend were similar to some user’s life context.
In the same line, Blanco et al. [BLPM12] propose a system that promotes free
tourist resources and activities through the most influential users in Facebook
and Twitter. The majority of influence metrics provide values that take into
account the user’s contacts influence, considering that all of them have the same
importance. So, they propose to improve previous metrics doing that influence
depends on users’ real contacts (those with strong ties). With this enhanced application they found that the number of free activities the users accepted were
quite higher than using directly the influence values provided by online tools.
Also, in [FDS14], we propose to consider tie strength between families to improve
a parental monitoring system over DVB-IPTV. Specifically, we propose a collaborative filtering system that infers the IPTV content that should be blocked
from tagging and blocking data provided by other parents. As the decision about
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blocking comes from filtering of other parents opinion, the social spheres have
been used to improve the neighbourhood formation taking into account, apart
from similarity between profiles, tie strength between parents.
For their part, group recommenders aim to suggest interesting items to a group
of users instead of an individual. For instance, [GXL+ 10] propose a solution which
firstly generates recommendations for each member of the group and later merges
the individual recommendations, selecting those that are the most suitable for the
whole group. For the merging process, it uses a consensus function which depends
on, apart from other information, the strength of the ties between the users in the
group. As in the traditional case, group recommenders might also be benefited if
they took into account the tie strength between users in the context of the items
to be recommended that mySocialSphere provides.
Social marketing. The integration of web publicity and social media is
emerging as a new trend in marketing. For instance, in Twitter, authors in
[ZJC11] found that brands’ engagement in the communication on Twitter enhance
consumers’ engagement in the word of mouth communication. However social
media is not enough on its own and being able to identify and target the most
influential users is essential to improve effectiveness. Selecting these key users in
a wide graph is an interesting task that has received a great deal of attention
in recent years. Many of the algorithms to calculate users’ influence in social
networks are based on the premise the more influent your friends (contacts) are,
the more influent you are. However, a friendship on Facebook does not necessarily
imply the existence of relationship or, at least, the existence of a strong tie which
can guarantee influence at some extent. Consequently, a user’s influence may not
effect on the influence of his contacts if they are not related.
Outstanding examples of social marketing are Facebook Ads [facb] and
Groupon [BMPZ11]. Facebook Ads, for instance, uses Facebook as advertising
medium, allowing to manually create advertising campaigns and select target
users, filtered by data in their profile. Ads in the campaign will be linked to the
Facebook homepage of these target users. However, to the best of our knowledge we believe that this tool is not aware of users’ activity on Facebook that,
undoubtedly, would improve the effectiveness of the product. That is, Facebook
Ads could be enhanced by selecting, as receivers of the campaign, those users
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with many strong ties in their social spheres in the context of the campaign (defined by similar tags to those used by the trader to describe the advertise). In
accordance with our model, one user has a social sphere in a specific context if
he has relevant social activity in this context. Besides, as our social spheres are
created from activity data in more social sites than Facebook, the selection of
receivers of the campaign would even be more effective, as we demonstrated in
Chapter 3. On the other hand, Groupon is a deal-of-the-day website which offers
discount coupons usable at several companies. Its business model lies in that if
a certain number of people sign up for the offer, then the deal becomes available
to all; but if the predetermined minimum is not met, no one gets the deal that
day. In order to increase its customers, Groupon allows users to refer friends to
the site and, in return for friends buying their first coupon, getting credits to
spend in future coupons purchases. In this case, mySocialSphere may help users
to propagate coupons inside their contacts. To this aim, it would infer, from
the products in the coupon, those interaction contexts which best fit, making the
coupons get users really interested in them. On this way, the coupons redemption
would increase and, thereby, also the users’ credit.

Attention management. Some e-mail readers, such as Mail of Mac OS X,
allow users to define smart mailboxes, sorting mail into different folders depending
on their content, header, sender, etc. However, defining and updating mailboxes
are tedious tasks. But as many received messages are from users’ contacts on
social sites, knowing the strength of their ties would help to suitably define smart
mailboxes parameters and, even, to prioritise incoming messages. So, an application to manage users’ mail might be benefited from our social spheres. This
application would suggest (and even create) smart mailboxes in which include
messages from contacts in a specific social sphere. Also, if the senders are not
addressee’s contacts on social sites, the application would allow users with strong
ties to share their smart mailbox parameters (and, therefore, the senders’ identity), turning it into a distributed and collaborative application. In this line, the
application might also work as an application of collaborative spam email mitigation along the lines of [GKF+ 06]. That is, if user u marks as spam messages from
user w, and user v has a high tie strength with u, v’s e-mail reader will mark as
spam all messages received from w.
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Similarly to e-mail readers, social media dashboards, as for instance
HootSuite[Hoo] and TweetDeck[Twe], are examples of tools in charge of managing users’ attention. Social media dashboards are platforms used to organise
users’ updates in different social networks. They allow users to inspect their contacts activity and post new content without connecting to social networks sites.
However, we believe that social media dashboards do not exploit their full potential. For instance, if they were aware of users’ social environment, they could
filter contacts activity. So that, they would show only updates from contacts
with strong ties and even organised by contexts. That is, they would do something similar than Facebook New Feeds, but in every social site and using our
social spheres to show to users only updates about burning issues in their social
relationships.
Attention management is also a key issue for Ambient Intelligence. For instance, in [SKQ09] Shannon et al. found that users interactions in social networks
have a recurring rhythm, i.e. users tend to interact to their contacts with a certain rate and regularity. With this findings, they propose an application that
monitors users’ rhythm of interactions (phone calls and SMS text messages) to
occasionally recommends them to contact soon to certain friends in order to keep
their social network in a healthy state. The increasing number of Social Web users
suggests the need of an similar application that can be easily deployed using our
social spheres.

5.5.2.

Sharing resources

In the Social Web, users post content related with different topics or interests
and share it with a subset of their contacts (usually related to them in the context
of the content). However, specifying this subset of users is a time-consuming
activity, which could be alleviated using our social spheres in the context of the
content. These socially-enhanced sharing services could be, for instance, selective
posting in social sites services, P2P systems and other sharing files systems.
Selective posting. Using the functionality offered by mySocialSphere, social
media dashboards could, apart from filtering users’ activity, suggest them lists
to share new content with. It would be similar than a proxy between users and,
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for instance, Facebook: users would write the content to share in the platform
(photo, wall-post, etc.) with its associated information (photo title, people to tag,
text of the content, description, etc.) and, depending on this information, the
dashboard would suggest one or several lists to share the content. For instance,
when one user wants to upload photos of the friendly basketball match he played
last weekend, the application would suggest him to share them with his contacts
in the Friendslists of users with strong ties in “basketball”, “sports” and “friends”
contexts. In addition, many web sites include buttons to share content in online
social sites, as Twitter Buttons[Twib] and Facebook Buttons[Facc]. In the line
of the previous proposal, a provider in the Web could offer a social button to be
incrusted in web sites. This social button would (i) analyse web site content and
(ii), according to our social spheres, decide in which social network to post the
content and in which contacts list (or lists) to share it.
P2P and other files sharing systems. Knowing social spheres might also
be useful to share files or folders in storage services (for example, Dropbox [dro]).
Our social spheres may be used to find suitable users with whom share files uploaded to Dropbox accounts. Also, in the case of P2P systems, when a peer is
looking for other peers in the system, knowing who are the peers in his social
sphere could speed up the search procedure. Moreover, one user may be interested in getting files from specific contexts (for instance, photos about the last
world basketball championship). In this situation, discovering would be improved
looking for the file among the peers in a social sphere associated to that context.
If the file has not been founded, the query could be propagated through the
contacts in these contextualised spheres.

5.5.3.

Contacts management

Interaction networks are made of links or ties between users who regularly interact through online social sites. However, all these social ties are not considered
equal from the user’s view and, many times, he needs to have them organised.
Besides, in other online applications, such as e-mail readers, users also need to
have their contacts organised according to some criteria. Consequently, some
tools help users in this organising task as, for instance, users’ list on Facebook
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and Twitter.
Facebook allows users to create lists of contacts (Friendslists) with whom
sharing specific content. Creating FriendsLists entails the user to assess their
contacts to include them in one Friendslists or another. Moreover, Facebook
relationships change over time and, consequently, the contacts to include in the
lists could change too. For this reason, Facebook automatically creates smart
lists whose members are filtered according to profiles similarity. At this respect,
combining similarity with tie strength may be useful to improve these smart lists,
so that they are composed of contacts who share profile characteristics and, at
the same time, they usually relate (even in other social sites). Consequently, our
social spheres would be useful to applications in charge of suggesting, and creating
various FriendsLists depending on their interactions and the different contexts in
which interactions happen (close friends list, workmates list, acquaintances list,
friends of hunting club, etc.).
The same idea may be applied to Twitter where users can also group their
followees in lists. Twitter lists, unlike the Facebook ones, are not related with
levels of privacy, but they are guided, mainly, by topics used by twitterers or by
the context in which followers and followees are related. As in the Facebook case,
creating and updating lists are tedious tasks. For that reason, our social spheres
could be used to classify users’ followees (or suggest them possible classifications)
in different lists depending on different context in which users relate and their tie
strength in the considered context.

5.6.

Summary

In support of the thesis that an intermediary model of the user constructed
by properly mining user generated content in social media can be exploited to
create or improve technological social applications, in this chapter we describe a
tentative practical implementation of such model into a software-as-a-service application, mySocialSphere, that provides social spheres under request. While the
actual implementation of a service like this faces privacy issues that are beyond
the scope of our research, it is clear that it is needed to protect users’ data. We
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believe that solutions to this protection should guarantee that users’ are the only
owners of their data and free to store them wherever they decide, which does
not prevent them from sharing their information with whatever entity (service or
user) they wish.
We also detail two applications that might be socially-enhanced using this
service and experiments or preliminary results towards their fully development.
These applications, devoted to help users gain attention and find trustable experts in social media, are not the only ones to be socially-enhanced using the
proposed model, but other wide range of them would benefit from our social
spheres service. With this, it seems clear that is feasible to implement a service
that takes advantage of social media sites to socially-enhance or personalise external services and that there are a variety of services that might be interested on
externalising their provision of personalisation by using an intermediary service
like the proposed in this chapter.

6
Conclusions and further work

6.1.

Thesis summary and contributions

In previous chapters we have presented and discussed the results of our research in relation to the thesis that an intermediary model of the user constructed
by properly mining user generated content in social media can be exploited to create or improve technological social applications. These results, as well as the
contributions they represent to build on the existing research outlined in Chapter 2, are summarised below.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a methodology to extract users’ interest
from textual publications that individuals freely post in social media
sites, which has the potential of being developed without any a-priori knowledge
about the number and category of interests, neither a priori knowledge about the
users we apply the extraction for. We then evaluated our methodology, based
on data mining and natural language processing techniques, by means of (i) a
109
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user study on Facebook and (ii) taking advantage of Twitter hashtags. Our
findings from the former study showed that the consideration of the content
spontaneously generated by users allows to predict with great accuracy userpreferred deals, demonstrating that our methodology of interest extraction could
be applied to improve social publicity strategies. But this study has also brought
insights into how users are not reliable when they are asked about their interests.
The latter, the study on Twitter that overtook the limitations of unreliability
of participants and lack of data of the former, revealed that (i) a hierarchical
clustering (UPGMA) is the best performing algorithm and (ii) the suitability
of using Silhouette width as criterium for selecting the input parameters to the
clustering algorithms.
This research into the extraction and application of users’ interests from user
generated content in social media with personalisation purposes builds on earlier
work that considered users’ content, mainly from users’ profiles, to personalise
applications created under the same site the profile was extracted. But our contribution goes a step further and, instead of focusing on structured content from
users’ profiles, it is based on successfully mining the unstructured content that
users freely post in the given social media sites. Also, instead of imposing the
constraints of a previously fixed classification of interests, our solution is based
on a bag of word representation. This, apart from involving a high granularity in
the definition of interests, makes that our social contexts can be easily integrated
into almost any service that wishes to be personalised or socially-enhanced.
In Chapter 4, we presented a user-centred measure of tie strength between two individuals from evidences of interaction in social media. We
described this methodology to assess the closeness that one user perceives of his
relationship with others using evidences of their interaction activity in different
online social sites (the tie strength between two users, u and v, from u’s perspective). We then showed the validation our measure by means of a user study
on Facebook whose participants were asked to classify their contacts in groups
of closeness, and how our measure was used to predict the group in which each
contact was classified. Our findings demonstrated that this measure produces an
acceptable classification of individuals’ contacts into circles of closeness and that
users are not as reliable as expected when they are asked about their Facebook
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relationships.
This work on measuring the strength of the tie between two individuals from
the perspective of one of them builds on previous work focused on assessing what
Granovetter [Gra73] called tie strength between two individuals. Initial studies
on measuring tie strength were mainly conducted through surveys of human participants, characterised by providing only a limited and very static view. But now
the emergence of social media and its widespread use make data much more available and such research feasible to conduct. Contrary to previous works focused
on analysing data from only one site [WBS+ 09, BRMA12, ZWF+ 12], we consider
the complete view of users’ online life by taking into account their evidences of
interactions in all the sites where they have created an account. Also, to accurate
assess the closeness between two individuals, we consider a broad range of factors
such as distinct types of interactions and contexts, the time in which interactions
occur, the people involved in them and the frequency of the interactions with the
rest of user’s contacts.
In Chapter 5, we described how our social spheres model could be easily
implemented into an online service following the software-as-a-service
paradigm, service that would be in charge of building, managing and delivering the spheres under request and always with users’ permission. The fact that
implementing the social spheres model into a service that follows the software-asa-service paradigm and provides support for other services through a REST API
increases the applications’ willingness to consider it as an external tool for providing their users with satisfactory personalised experiences and without detriment
to privacy. We then analysed the possibility of using the spheres into two sociallyenhanced applications in charge of helping users (i) gain attention and (ii) find
trustable experts in social media. For the former, we detailed our experiment to
study the relation between the diversity of topics talked by users in their publications and the size of their audience. The discovery of such relation demonstrated
the suitability of using social spheres –social contexts– into an application that
alerts users when they should diversify or specialise the topics in their publication
in order to increase their audience. For the latter, an in order to overcome users’
isolation caused by their limited view of the system –they are only aware of what
happens in their social spheres– we detailed our social P2P proposal that takes
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advantage of social spheres –both in terms of tie strength and contexts– to help
people find appropriate information or services more effectively. As these are
not the only services to socially-enhance, we ended the chapter reviewing other
applications that might be personalised using social spheres.
The detailed description of the social spheres-based service as well as the relation of applications to socially-enhance with it constitute the final proof of the
feasibility of using user generated content in different social media with personalisation purposes. Besides, the externalisation of the personalisation provision
by taking advantage of the service-oriented computing paradigm involve a considerably reduction of services’ workload, allowing these services or applications
to focus only on their main task. Finally, users’ sensitive data are owned by users
who are willing to share them with only services they trust, which comes to the
aid of the increasing concerns about privacy in social media.
In summary, our research provides evidence that it is feasible to construct an
intermediary model of the user, both in terms of his interests and his social life, by
properly mining user generated content in social media; and that this model can
be useful to personalise or socially-enhance a broad range of technological social
applications, either existing or to be developed, from recommender systems to
e-mail readers.

6.2.

Directions for future research

The research covered in this dissertation builds upon the foundation of previous works, but also raises some open issues to be progressively tackled in future
research in the area.
Social media users talk about topics that they find interesting during all their
lives –permanent interests–, but also about others that they only find interesting
at some moments because they are trendy, novel, etc. –temporary interests–.
Discerning between permanent and temporary interests would surely be
highly appreciated by many online services. For instance, by recommender systems to not offer old recommendations that can bother people. In Chapter 3
we have explored the possibility of modelling users’ manifested interests in the
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online world by means of bags of representative words; and although the importance of users’ interests –contexts– may be determined from the size and internal
connectivity of these bag of words, this does not shed light on their temporal
distribution. In a recent study [SNM+ 15, SNM+ 14], we analyse if the volume of
collaborations of one author together with the relevance of his collaborators is
somewhat related with his research performance over time. Although this study
focuses on the dynamic patterns of network interactions amongst authors and
their scholarly evolution, the techniques and the methodologies applied to handle data longitudinally might be useful to discern temporary interests from those
that are persistent in users’ online publications. Also in this scope, the possibility
of predict users’ future interests from the current ones and any other convenient
information (contacts’ interest, current trends, etc.) might be explored in future
research.
On the other hand, the high adoption rate of sensor-rich, Internet-enabled,
mobile devices has allowed the emergence and massive adoption of Location-Based
Social Networks, a new concept of social media that allows users to “check in” at
physical places and share the location with their online friends, bridging the gap
between the real and the online worlds. Thus, an ongoing branch of enquiry might
concern how to include this location data into the intermediary model
presented in this dissertation. That is, ties and contexts vary with time, but they
also can vary depending on users’ location. Besides, the combination of social
spheres with data about users’ location would surely be useful to improve the
creation of routes in opportunistic networks [PPC06]. That is, given the growing
privacy concern in opportunistic networks [PH11, ZR12], not all nodes will be
willing to transfer their resources to serve as intermediary nodes in the network.
However, this would surely change if these nodes that wish to communicate were
individuals with whom they have a connection in some social media –individuals
in whom he trusts–. This would involve not to personalise or socially-enhance
online services, but to take the spheres out from the bubble in which social media
has become to benefit services in the real –in opposition to online– world.
The social contexts model explored in Chapter 3 is based on the idea that users
talk about topics that are interesting to them but, with the analysis made so far,
we cannot determine users’ opinion about these interests. Therefore, it remains
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to investigate the inference of users’ opinion towards these topics, and specifically
in determining whether the expressed opinion in a content dealing with a given
topic is positive, negative, or neutral [PL08]. Even, it may be interesting to
analyse user’s personal feelings, views or beliefs expressed in this user generated
content in order to provide a more accurate view of users’ preferences and opinions
in our social spheres model.
Finally, there are other technological applications of our model of social
spheres besides those that we have showed in Chapter 5 that could form the
focus of further research. For example, in Section 5.3 we proposed a sociallyenhanced application that helps users gain attention in social media by selecting
the topics to talk in social media sites. However, accurately selecting the piece
of content to publish is not exclusive of social media users, but large providers of
content have also to identify the most relevant and useful pieces to show to their
users and win their attention. In our recent work [SHA15], we applied an attention economy solution to generate the most informative content for the
users of a social media site with the aim of keeping and even increasing users’
engagement with the site. Although this solution works independently of users’
preferences, opinions, etc., i.e. takes into account only the content to determine
its relevance for all the users in the system, it seems likely that social spheres
do affect the relevance of the content. That is, that given the similarity between
contextualised social spheres and the content, this content is relevant for only
some subset of users in the system, and even with different degrees of relevance.
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